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ABSTRACT

the mineral and chemical components, the petrography, and the
ceramic properties of the Weir-Pittsburg, Tebo, and Mineral underclays
In Barton, Vernon, St. Clair, sod Henry Counties of western Missouri
have bean Investigated by x-ray diffraction, differential thermal,
spectrographic, microscopic, and certain ceramic testing techniques.
The underclays are composed principally of little, kaolinite, end
mixed-layer i1lite-nontnorilIonite.

Illite is the dominant mineral.

The principal non-phyliosilicate minerals are quarts sad pyrlta.

The

under clays are mineralogically similar to the underlying shales and
contain clay pallets which also are m ineralogically similar to the
underclays and shales In which they are found.

The clay appears to have

been derived from the shale or both were derived from the

source.

2
Lateral and vertical variations in the mineral and elemental
components of the underclays were investigated by analysing samples taken
from the top, middle, and bottom portions of each underclay at intervals
along the highwalls of many coal pits.

The clays vary considerably in

composition, but the variation la random rather than directional.

Cal

cium tends to be mors abundant in the lower portions of the underclay
and potassium in the upper part, but these trends are not striking.
Certainly the underclays cannot be distinguished from one another on the
basis of either their mineral or chemical composition.
The presence of pyrite and organic matter in the underelays sug
gests that they were formed in a paludal environment characterized by a
negative Eh and a pH near 7.

An attempt to correlate variations in

composition of the under clays with geologic structures known to be
active in Early Cabaniss time failed to reveal any dependency of clay
deposition on local diastrophism.
The underclays appear to have been soils in which the coal-forming
plants grew in a swamp environment.

The principal clay minerals were

detrltal, but some of the minor constituents are diagenatic and others
epigenetic.
Ceramic tests show that the underclays are suitable only for low
grade ceramic ware .

Their P.C.E . values range from 6 to 23, but most of

the values are near the lower and of the range.

Discoloration developed

on firing is also a deterrent factor in high grade ware.

Only vary

general correlations could be established between composition and ceramic

3
properties.

The presence of qoertst, pyritt, soluble salts, end other

constituents tends to negate the expected relationships between clay
mineral content and firing characteristics.
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CHAPTER I
IMT&0DDCTIOM
PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION
The Psnasylvanian sediments of Missouri have heea studied for
many years by pal©ontologists and stratigraphers* but* except for the
commercial clays, little attention has been given to the mineralogy of
these sediments.

When the writer enrolled in the University of

Missouri* School of Hines end Metallurgy, the State Geologist, Dr.
T. &. Beveridge* pointed out the need for e minoralogical investigation
and ceramic study of the clays which underlie the Lower Cabeniee eoals
of western Missouri.

Thus writer undertook to fulfill this need.

In collaboration with Sr. 0. &. Crave, who was chosen to direct
the research, the writer proposedi

(1) to determine the mineral con

tent of the Lower C&banise underclays; (2) to ascertain the vertical and
lateral variations in clay mineral contents (3) to investigate the in
fluence of geologic structure upon the petrology of these clays) (4) to
seek their origin) and (3) to propoee possible uses for these clays
based on their mineral content and ceramic properties.

The minoralogi

cal studies ware considered desirable to obtain information which might
lead to a better understanding of the sedimentary environment and origin
of the under clays.

The ceramic studies were needed to determine if the

underclays could provide a valuable resource to replace the deposits of
commercial clay now being rapidly depleted in east-central Missouri.

2
METHOD OF IFVESTIGATIOH

to order to carry out the proposed progress, the writer spent the
sooner* of 1966 a ad 1961 In western Missouri studying Lower Csbsnlss
strata and collecting large samples for mineratogleal studies and car*
attic tests,

The laboratory investigations ware carried out during the

academic years 1960, 1961, and 1962.
Identification of the clay minerals in the underclays was based
principally upon x-ray diffraction, supplemented by microscopy, differ
ential thermal, chemical and spectrographic analyses.

Microscopic

techniques were used to study mineral relationships end to identify
impurities.

The properties of the raw clay and the firing characteris

tics of the clays, which govern the uses of these clays, were determined
by the Department of Ceramic Engineering of the School of Minas and
Metallurgy, University of Missouri.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The Lower Csbsnlss strata contain the principal coal beds of
Missouri.

Beneath each coal had la a well developed onderelay of

poaelbla comerclal value.

The Lower Cabanlss strata ara part of the

Cabanias Subgroup of the Cherokee group of the Desmolnaaian Series of
the Penasylwaniaa System.

The strata of this subgroup Include the

clays beneath the Weir*Pittsburg, Tebo, and Mineral coals of Barton,
Vernon, St. Clair, and Ssnry Counties, Missouri.

These strata have

3
1
2
3
been described by Hinds end Greene, by Greene end Fond, by Hews, end
A
by Seeright, but none of these writers dealt with the mineralogy of
the Lower Csbsnlss undercleys.
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CHAPTER II
PENNSYLVANIAN STRATIGRAPHY OF WESTERN MISSOURI

GENERAL REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHY

Pennsylvanian strata crop out la torn than two-thirds of tha
counties of Missouri.

Reamsats of Pennsylvanian rocks ars scattered

throughout the ©sark region and Indicate that rocks of this System
formerly may have covered all of the state.5

la Missouri, the Pennsyl

vanian rocks are commonly elastics (scadstones, siltstones, and shales),
but sosee non-clastic rocks (lisastones and coals) also sre present.
The total thickness of the System in Missouri is about 2,000 foot.*
la Missouri the Pennsylvanian strata have been subdivided into
series which, in ascending order, ares
Missourian, and Vlrg Ilian.

Morrowan, A token, Desaolnesian,

Outcrops of the Morrowan and A token Series

generally are restricted to the eras southeast of the Seamolneaian out
crop belt on the Osark uplift and Springfield plateau.

The distribution

of the Morrowan and A token Series la patchy in southwestern Missouri,
hut in the Foreet City basin of northwestsra Missouri the Atokan is much
batter represented in the subsurface.

Oesaoinesian and Missourian

strata crop out in a relatively broad belt across western and northern
Missouri and underly moat of these portions of the state, but the
Virgil isn Series is exposed only in the oor times tern part of the state.

^Seeright, Ibid., p. 76.
W

t

,

m i l . ».»».

6
The underclays of interest la the present investigation are
members of the Desrotnesian Series, which includes all strata younger
than Atoka a and older than Missourian.

The major rock units in this

Series are the Cherokee and Marseston Groups.

The Cherokee or lower

Group has been divided into the Krebs (lower) and Gabanlss (upper)
Subgroups.

It consists mainly of sandstone and shale, and none

limestone and coal.
western Missouri,

These Subgroups haws s thickness of 390 feet in
The Maras ton Group, composed of the Fort Scott

(lower) and Appanoose (upper) Subgroups, consists of wore limestone,
less coal, shale, and sandstone.

The total thickness of this group is

mors than 2S9 feet.
The stratigraphy of the Demmelneslaa rocks of tins northern midcontinent region was first clearly defined when Seeright and others7
agreed upon a classification of those rocks at a masting held at
Nevada, Missouri, on March 31 and April 1, 1953 (Table I).

At that
fl

time, the Cherokee Group was clearly defined by Seeright and others

as

early and middle Desaoinaslan in age, and the Venteren and Cygnlan Sub
stages were adopted aa time-stratigraphic divisions of the Desaoinesian
Series (upper middle Pennsylvanian).
Kecks extending upward from the top of the Atoka formation to
the top of the Seville limestone are included la the Venteren Subs tags;

7W. V. Seeright and others, "Classification of Desaoinesian
(Pennsylvanian) of Northern Midcontinent", Am, Assoc. Petrol. Cool.
Bull.. Vol. 37, pp. 2747-2749, 1953.
®Saaright and others, Ibid.

7
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF THE DESMOINESIAN SERIES IN MISSOURI

SERIES

GROUP

SUBSTAGE

SUBGROUP

Appanoose

Holdenville
Lenapah
Nowata
A1tamont
Bandera
Pawnee
Labe tte

Fort Scott

Higgin8ville
Little Osage
Blackjack Creek

Marina ton

C
to
C
o
>c
,
o
Desmoinesian

Cabaniss

Cherokee

Venteran

FORMATION

Krebs

Excello
Mulky
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those from the top of Che Revilla Iisestone to the top of the Holdenvllle
formation in the Cygniaa Substag*.

The rocks of the Venteren Substage

constitute the Krebs Subgroup, and peat«Veateram Cherokee beds make up
the Cabaniss Subgroup.

The Cabaniss Subgroup and the Msrmton Group

together make up the Cygnian Substags.
At the kayada conference, Seeright^ proposed a division of the
Krebs and Cabaniss Subgroups into formations.

According to Seeright,

each formation is considered to be a cyclic succession of several
lithologic units, named after the ssoat prominent unit in tha formation,
regardless of lithology.

Each formation is considerad to embrace beds

extending from the top of a specified coal bed to the top of the next
higher coal bed, except In a fear special cases.

The units of most

Cherokee formations are, from the base upward:

dark shale ami dark

limestone, gray shale, limestone and sandstone, underelay, and coal.
Each unit is a member, and each occurs constantly in the seme relative
position in the sevsral successive formations.

THEORIES OF CYCLOTHEM BEVEL© PMSKT

A cyclothee was defined by Weller*
14* in 1932 as “a series of beds
deposited during a single sedimentary cycle of tha type that preveiled
during the Pennsylvanian period.

A cyclothem ranks as a formation In

^Seeright and others, Ibid.
14*J. K. Weller, in H. &. Wan less end J. M. Weller, "Correlation
end Extent of Pennsylvanian Cyclothems", Geol. Soc. Amer. Soil.. Vol.
43, no. 12, p. 1003, 1932.
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the scale ©f stratigraphic ncraenc1atvre.”

Weller originally conceived

& eyelothem to be made up of 8 lease? nomnarlne series of beds consisting,
in ascending order, ©f sandstone, sandy shale, limestone, underclay, and
coal, followed by a marine series consisting of black shale, limestone,
and gray shale.
Since 1932, Weller has continued to study Illinois cyclothsms as
well as cyclethews in other parts of the aid-continent region.

As now

conceived by Weller,** a fully developed Pennsylvanian cyclothem con
sists of ten members.

The lower henicyclothew consists, in ascending

order, of sandstone, sandy shale, lower limestone, underclay, and
coal.

The upper hemlcyclothem consists of lower shale, middle limestone,

middle shale, upper limestone, and upper shale.
Underelays are present in every complete Pennsylvanian cyclothem,
and their areal distribution offers very convincing evidence that cyclic
conditions were regional rather than local.

Underclays usually are the

most persistent and significant members of the cyclothem*, and persist
fairly uniformly in areas in which other members of tha formations
change considerably in general lithology.

12

Weller*
13 explained the development of cyclothems to be due to
2
1
diestrophic oscillations caused by forces acting vertically in the

**J. tL Weller, “Argument for Oiastrophic Control of Lata
Paleosoic Cyclothems", Am. Assoc. Patrol. Gaol. Bull,, Vol. 40, no.
1, pp. 26-30, 1936.
12J. M. Weller, "Cyclic Sedimentation of tha Pennsylvanian
Period and its Significance", Jour. Caol.. Vol. 38, no. 2, p. 122, 1930.
13Weliar, Op^. cit.. p. 47, 1956.

earth1* cruet.

He thought that the underclay aad coal were formed la

the depositions! area while the lowland was subsiding and the source
area was undergoing very slow erosion.
In contrast to Weller's interpretation* Wenleas and Shepard

14

interpreted cyclic sedimentation la the hate Falaoaoic to be the result
of two-stage glaciation which periodically lowered sea level,

this

temporary withdrawal of marina waters fro® shallow seas resulted In
tha development of uaconforatities and the deposition of aonmarine
sediments in the cyclic successions.

These authors considered under-

clsys to resemble weathered loess in lack of stratification and lack of
parallelism in orientation of the longer dimensions of their grains.
Wanlass and Shepard believed that the coals indicate a warming of the
climate, Increased precipitation, beginning of vegetation, and accumula
tion of peat during an interval of rising sea level.
Krumbein and Sloes*1'* believed that moderate tectonlsm of intrecratonic basina and mtogeoeynclines would provide tha best framework
for cyclothame dominated by continental d e e tic sedlmenes, good develop
ment of eoel, and few marine beds.

Mild tectonlsm of an unstable shelf

would provide the necessary conditions for cyclothens having nearly
equal proportions of continental and mnrine deposits.5
*

a. Wanless and F. P. Shepard, "See Level end Climatic Changes
Related to Late Paleozoic Cycles”, Gaol. Soc. Anar. Bull.. Vol. 47, p.
1205, 1936.
l5W. C. Krumbein end L. L. Sloes, Stratisraphv end Sedimentation
(San Franciscos tf. H. Freeman & Co., 1955), p. 379*
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Wheeler * ad Ih&rray1® also postulated s glacial control theory for
cycle thesis, and related each cyclothem to a four-stage process involving
two glacial phases and two interglacial phases.

According to then, the

underclcy-coal succession represents an episode initiated by rapid but

fiatId levering of base level from the preceding Intermediate high, with
interruption of deposition, minimization of erosion, and development of
a vegetative blanket as favored by a continuing humid climate during
the next glacial episode.

STRATIGRAPHY OF LOWER CAMHXSS SUBGROUP

The underclays discussed in this report are units in the Weir,
Tebo, Scammon, and Miners.1 formations of the Cabaniss Subgroup of
Barton, Vernon, St. Clair, and Henry Counties of western Missouri
(Figure 1}.

The average thickness of the Cabaniss Subgroup In this

area is about 200 feet.

A comparable thickness is present in south

eastern Kansas, but tha thickness increases southward into Oklahoma.
Most of the mineable coal beds in southeastern Kansas and southwestern
Missouri are included in this Subgroup.

The classification for Lower

Cabaniss beds, adopted In 1953, is presented in Figure 2.

The strati

graphy of the Cherokee group, effectively susmtarised for southeastern
Kansas by Howe,1
17
6 la applicable to western and southwestern Missouri.

16H. E. Wheeler end H. H. Murray, “Base-level Control Patterns
in Cyelothemie Sedimentstion", Am. Assoc. Petrol. 0eol.«_ Bull.. Vol. 41,
no. 9, pp* 2000-2006, 1957.
l7W. B. Howe, "Stratigraphy of pre-Harmston Desmoinesian (Chero
kee) Rocks of Southeastern Kansas", Kansas Unlv. Gaol. Sury. Bull. 123,
132 pp., 1956.
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Figure 1.

Distribution of Cabaniss Beds in Western Missouri
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Lower Cabaniss beds in western Missouri

iil
5

14
Weir Formation
_
18
The Weir formation, as defined by Seeright and others,
includes
all beds from the top of the Seville limestone to the top of the Weir*
Fittsburg coal*

Although the formation consists primarily of the coal

and its underclay, two other thin end discontinuous coals below the
main seam are included.

19

The thickness of the Weir formation varies

from 10 feet to 35 feet in western Missouri.
The onderelay is about 3 feet thick.
medium gray and is highly pyritlc.
sides are common in this underclay.

It usually is dark to

Fossil root Impressions and clickcnThe overlying Weir*Pittsburg coal,

with an average thickness of 2 feet, is the thickest coal mined in
western Missouri.

It is often high in sulfur in a form which is diffi

cult to remove in preparation of tha coal for market.

Tebo Formation
The Tebo formation has been defined by Searlght and others

20

as

including all beds from the top of the Weir*Pittsburg coal to ths top of
the Tebo coal.

The formation is well exposed in many strip mines in

western Missouri, particularly in areas where the deeper Weir-Pittsburg
coal la mined.

The thickness of the Tebo formation varies from s fewl
*

*®Searight and others, Op. cit.
l^W. V. Searlght, "Worrowan, Atokan, Oesmolneslan Series,
Pennsylvanian System,” JLn “The Stratigraphic Succession in Missouri",
Mo. Geol. Surv.. Vol. 40, 2nd Ser., p. 86, 1961.
20Seeright and others, Op. cit.
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feat near Bowen in Henry County to 26 feet near Kindetuaioas In Barton
County.
la western Missouri, the lowersaoet unit of the Tebo fenaaiioa
consists principally of reddish-brown to grey, silty shale a feu inches
to about 7 fast thick and containing c l a y irons tone concretions.

The

loner portion is often darker end less silty than the upper part.

In

Barton County this shale is overlain by an tapure nodular linestons
which generally is absent over such of the rest of western Missouri, but
In Kansas

21

it becomes a massive bed about 10 Inches thick.

Above tha shale end limestone Is the underelay of the Tebo coal.
This clay Is dark to medium gray, of variable silt content, and about 4
feet thick near Montrose in Henry County but only a few inches thick near
Bowen.

Boot impressions and elickensidaa are quite common in this under-

clay.

Overlying the clay le the top member of the formation, tha Tebo

coal.

Its average thickness is 24 inches in many parts of western

Missouri, but in Kansas It is too thin to mine economically.
coal thickens to about 6*5 feet la the Bowen trough.

The Tebo

This thick body of

coal is sinuate and has a somewhat south of east trend.

§£fflBga^Biaaitea
The Scaaaaon formation, as defined by Searight and others,

22

includes all beds from the top of tha Tebo coal to the top of tha Scammon*
2

^Hows, Op. clt*. p. 51.
22Searlght and others. Op. clt.
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coal*

It Is not wall exposed la Missouri.

Its average thickness is

about 15 feat.
The lovem o s t unit of tha formation la a black, fissile shale
containing phosphatlc concretions*
thick.

The shale unit is 2 to 6 feet

Above the shale is a dark gray, dense limestone, the Tlawah,

characterised by an abundance of the tabular algae, Archeolithopbyilua
miasouriensua.

This limestone usually is 8 to 16 inches thick and is

very persistent in western Missouri.

Above the Tisvah lies a black,

tough, blacky shale containing aider its concretions.

The shale ia 2 to

3 feet thick, but It ia somewhat erratic in its areal distribution.
Above the aiderite-bearlog shale is a gray to brown fine-grained
micaceous sandstone, tha Chelsea, which locally cuts downward through
tha uadarlying beds.

Tha thickness of the sandstone is quite variable,

but it may raach a maximum of 25 to 30 fast In western Missouri.
Above the sandstone is tha underclay of tha Scasnon coal.
undorclay is usually light gray, iron-stainad, and plastic.

This

It ia as

such as 3 fset thick in Kansas where the Scamnon coal ia of commercial
importance, but it ia usually absent ia western Missouri.

Tha Scannon

coal above tha clay ia too thin to mine in western Missouri.

As defined by Seeright end others

25

, the Mineral formation

includes all beds from tha Scansion coal to tha top of tha Mineral coal.3
2

23 Seeright and others, Ibid,
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Its average thiefcmes la 20 feet.

The lowermost weather of the Mineral

formation Is a dark gray to black lisas tens which, on the outcrop,
often forms * fairly prominent ledge ?. to 14 Inches thick.

This lime-

etone is known la only a few localities in western Missouri.

It ie

succeeded upward by a dark gray, thinly laminated shale 6 to ® feet
thick, which is overlain by another limestone.

This limestone is

argillaceous and Is intar laminated with Iron-a trained plastic clay.

The

unit is 1 to 2 feet thick and in cease localities includes a thin sand
stone bad.

The onderelay of the Mineral coal ie dark t© medium grey,

about 3 feet chick, and contains root Impressions throughout.
The Mineral coal Is about 20 inches thick in meat of the
localities where It is rained, but in some places it is only 14 - 16
inches thick.

It usually occurs about 70 feet above the Weir-Pittsburg

coal, but In southeastern Kansas Che Interval is considerably loss.
CYCLIC SSDIMSSTATION AMD GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES
OF WESTERN MISSOURI

The present outcrop belts of Lower Cabaniss strata, as well as
those of the entire coal-bearing section of Missouri, are controlled by
major and minor structures.

The major structural features which

dominate this portion of Missouri are the Osark uplift end the Forest
City basin (Figure 3).

The boundary between these major structure!

features is modified by northwest-trending secondary elements!

the

Tri-State plateau, the West-central salient, the East-central recess,
and tha Lincoln fold (Figure 3).

The West-central salient and the
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Lincoln fold are structural highs, while the Tri-State plateau and the
East-central recess are structural lows.

24

In the area covered by this

report, only a portion of the Tri-State plateau and a portion of the
West-central salient are controlling structures.
The boundary between the West-central salient and the Tri-State
plateau is asade up of a series of northwest-southeast trending faults,
along which the strata usually are epthrcwn on the northeastern aide,
indicating the tectonically high character of the West-central salient.
In west-central Bolk County, one of these faults brings Ordovician
strata, on the northeastern side, against Mississlpptan lisasatonas on
the southwestern aide.

The displacement la not large because Silurian

and Devonian rocks are absent in this area.

A second fault in north

western Cedar County brings Mlaslaaippiaa rocks on the northeastern side
against those of the Krebs Subgroup on the southwestern side, but does
not displace tha younger strata of the Cabaniss Subgroup.

A few smaller

faults along this lineament also show similar upward movement of tha
northeastern blocks.

Along a few faults la tha area this common type

displacement la reversed, but the majority of the displacements attest
to the structurally high character of the West-central salient at least
in Kraba time.

Whether or not the West-central salient was active during

Cabaniss tine is not known.*

*W. V. Searight and T. K. Seeright, "Pennsylvanian Geology of
tha Lincoln Fold", M a . Qeol. Surv.. &.X. 27, re printed from Guidebook
to the 24th Ann. Field Conf. Kaos. Geol. Soc., p. 156, 1961.
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In addition to faulting, tha strata under discussion arc dis
turbed by four lour, open, northwest trending anticlines (Figure 4).
folds were detected first by Elude sad Greene

The

by asking s structural

contour uap of western Missouri baaed on tha Sevier coal, wherever it is
present, and on a boriaon 500 feet below the her tha liasestone la those
areas where the Sevier coal is absent.

Subsurface data now available

in the files of the Division of Geological Survey end deter Resources
of Missouri permit s more accurate location of the axes of three of
these folds.
The Cabaniss Subgroup as a whole maintains a nearly uniform
thickness in western Missouri, except over the arches.

This relatively

uniform thickness suggests that the Tri-State plateau and tha Westcentral salient both were stable large-scale structures during Cabaniss
time.

One purpose of this investigation was to determine whether tha

petrology of the underclays indicates such stable tectonic conditions
In western Missouri during Early Cabaniss time.
Post-Missisalppisn-pre-Cabanlss strata are 160 to 235 feet
thick between the arches and thin to laas than 130 feet over tha
erases.

Tha small amount of avaliabla data on the thickneas of post-

Seville-pre-Ardsaore beds also Indicates that tha strata are thicker in
the 8ynciines than on the enticlinea.

25

These data Indicate that relatlva5
2

H. Binds and t. C. Greene, ’The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvan
ian Series in JUssouri", Mo. Bur. Cool, and Mines. Vol. 14, pi. XXII,
opposite p. 202, 1915.
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subsidence during both Krsbs sad Qabaniee tines accompanied deposition
end thus locally may have influenced cyclothesaic eedineatetioa 'which
occurred during this tine.

CHAPTER H I
0KDEJSLCLAI8

DEFINITION OF imOgRCL&Y

The term "seat rock” le commonly ueed le Baritela to d«iigait«
the rock layer lying directly beneath a coal bad.

The term is a use

ful one, and it applies to gaols ter v stlguarlan sandstone, and underclay.
Saddle and Patterson

defined underclay as "a seat rock composed

mainly of clay minerals that is generally aoabeddad, slickensidad,
associated with a coal bed, fractures irregularly, aad contains traces
of plant roots and concentrations of iron and calcium compounds ia the
lower part.”

According to these writers, the term seat earth should be

used only to refer to undercloys, because “earth” implies soil.

Tha

term should not be used ia referring to the rocks directly below coal
bade regardless of groin else sad texture.
According to Schulfcs,** "Underelays ere the aoaleainated
argillaceous beds averaging s few feet thick that occur below coal
beds.

They are particularly cannon in Pennsylvanian rocks, but in most

places below coal of other ages they are rare or poorly developed.

In

aeay places they exhibit excellent plant impressions and polished, rea
donly orlantad cleavage aurfaces called 'sliekeasides *

W, Huddle end S. B. Patterson, "Origin of Pennsylvanian
Underclays and Belated Seat Bocks”, Pool. Soc. Amor. Bull*. Vol. 72,
no. 11, p. 1644, 1961.

6. Schultz, "Petrology of Dndercleys", Cool. Soc. Amer.
Bull.. Vol. 69, no. 4, p. 364, 1956.
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USOERCLATS OF ECONOMIC IMPOiiTAKCE
IN THE UNITED STATES

Highly kaolin!tic under clays have bean mined ia the United
States elacs 1830

28

when fireclays under the Kittanning coal of West

Virginia ware used for brick nanufacture.

The seat Important uae of

fireclay is as a refractory clay, and the principal producing states
are;

Ohio, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Maryland, Tennessee,

West Virginia, Indiana, Illinois, and Alabama.
ductive.

Ohio is tha most pro

All of its fireclay comma from Pennsylvanian strata, partic

ularly frost tha Lover Kit tanning of tha Allegheny Sorias.

This clay

has been worked intensively for many years In many districts.

It

crops out 1a a belt 5 to 20 stile* vide, extending from east-central
to southern Ohio.

Usually it is a plastic clay about 10 feet thick.

In this state it is used not only in refractories, but also for pottery
and structural clay products.2®
tft
McQueen
described the geology and refractory properties of
the Cheltenham fire clay of east-central Missouri, which supports an 9
2
*

2®H. Hies and B. Leighton, History of the Clay-working Industry
in the United States (New York: John Wiley A Sons,1909), P* 2 M .
29a. L. Bates, peolo&y g £ JSfegL jate B S t o i BSS&A. 1S&
(Hew York; Harper A Bros., I960), pp. 138-139.
^ K . S. McQueen, "Geology of tha Fire Clay Districts of EastCentral Missouri", Mo. Geol. Sury,. Vol. 28, 2nd ser., p, 172,
1943.
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important refractories industry*, cratering in Audrain County.

Tha sore

refractory deposits of this clay arc found in sink atruefuran on tha
north flank of tha Ozark*.

Many off tha pit# contain thin coal beds,

end the associated uaderclays ara highly refractory kaoltnltlc clays.
Other pita contain plastic to sami-plastlc clays which are not so
highly refractory.

Keller, Wcatcott, and Bledsoe*
33
*
3 considered at least

part of the Cheltenham to be uaderclay.
Pennsylvanian onderelay* of tha Destsoinealan Series of western
Missouri uara considered by Mhtelar^ to be soils which supported a
luxuriant plant growth which later formed the coal.

Soma of tha Missouri

underclays are refractory, but most of the underclays have low fusion
points and are only adaptable for making pottery, coarsen brick and other
low-grade ware.

The Tebo and Weir- Pittsburg under clays near Calhoun in

Kenry County were mined for pottery clay early in this century.
The Mtercer d a y of the Pottevllla Series is an important re33
fraetory clay of north-central Pennsylvania.

It is predominantly a

kaolin!tie flint clay which contains nodules of diaspora, but some of
It is nodular.

33W. D. Heller, J. F. Westcott, and A. 0. Bledsoe, '“Tha Origin
of Missouri Fire Clays", in Clara and Clay Minerals. Edited by A.
Swineford, Hat. Acad. Sci. - Mat. Baa. Council, Pub. 327, pp. 23-24, 1953.

3la. A. Wheeler, "Clay Deposits of Missouri", Mo. Bur. Gaol, and
Mines. Vol. 11, 1st ser., p. 46, 1696.
33&. M. Foeae, "High Alumina Clays of Pennsylvania", Scon, ttcol..
Vol. 39, no. 8, p. 558, 1944.
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Th« chief source of fireclay Ia Maryland is the Mount Savage clay
of Pottevilla age.

It is present ia two coal basins in tha western part

of tha state, where it is used primarily in the manufacture of firebrick.^
In eastern Kentucky, the Olive Hill fireclay bed of the Lee for
mation of Early Pennsylvania a age is the moat important in the state.
The bed is a discontinuous uadarclay, usually about 10 feet thick, con
sisting of about one-third flint clay, two-thirds semi-flint clay, and
minor amounts of plastic clay.

Xt occurs in irregular nonbedded lenses

of variable thicknesses end shapes.

The usual high kaoUnite content of
it
this clay makes it useful for firebrick. **
Xn Indiana, several underclays associated with Pennsylvanian coals

are mined for use as pottery clay and structural clay products.

These

underclays are not as refractory as those found in Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvanian underelays in Illinois often ere refractory end
form the basis of an active clay industry.

The clays are basal

Pennsylvanian in age and generally lie below the Colchester So. 2 coal
or below the Seahorse limestone,^ which is the equivalent of the
Tlamah ia Missouri.
Other states which utilise Pennsylvanian underelays to a limited
extent are Tennessee, West Virginia, and Alabama.

^Bates, Op. cit.. p. 138.
35S. w. Patterson and J. W. Hos terrain, HGeology of the Clay
Deposits in the Olive Hill District, Kentucky", in Clave and Clay
Minerals. Edited by A. Swine ford, Hat. Acad. Scl. - Sat. Res. Council,
Monograph 5, p. 183, 1960.

36

W. V. Seeright, 1962, oral communication.
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HISTORY Of THEORIES OF GRIGBi OF UHOSRCLAYS

The two main theories for the origin of underclays are iatiaately
related to theories of the origin of coal, which were proposed about the
aiddie of the 19th century.

The autochthonous theory of coal formation

considers underclay to be tha original soil upon which the coal-forming
plants grew.

This theory is based principally upon the close association

of coal and underclay and tha presence of fossil plant roots in the underclay.

The allochthonous theory of coal formation holds that coal-form

ing plants were washed into basins where they ere now found, and the
under clay was a stratus: that Just happened to be there.

Any soil pro

file present In the clay was assumed to have been developed prior to
or subsequent to coal formation.
those two theories on the origin of unde relay have had numerous
supporters for over one hundred years.

The majority of students of

underclaya favor the ’'fossil" soil theory, but some competent geologists
are opponents of this idea.
According to Potoaie,378
3 Dechen, in 1832, was the first person to
sey that underclay is a fossil soil) but Mammatt3® in 1834, in studying
the coals of the Ashby field of England, suggested that the fireclays

37H. Potoaie, &&£ Entetehuna 4at Steinfcohls gal iSJL jSftlHtSgfeifll&Ete.
ubarhaunt (fifth edition: Berlin: Gebruder Borntreeger, 1910), p. 116.
38Kdvard Msmaatt, A Collection &f ftfSlghl&al I&&S&.
&*££&£&*
Ofejgrayaaa. a a SM.
9SMk *MI<1 (heodon* «• 1 U M U , 1834), pp.
73-74.
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could not be tha old sells unless the vegetation 'sms co&tposed of moss or
4Q
other aquatic plants. Dechea’s theory was strongly supported by Logan,
who studied the coal fields of South Wales.

He observed plant roots or

Stigmria in all the underclays, and believed that this m s evidence
that plants grew upon the underclays.

Although he did not state dir

ectly that underclays were soils which supported tha coal-forming
plants, he said it was impossible to avoid the implication of an
essential and necessary association between the underclay and coal.
Lyall*
*0 lent support to Logan*© theory by citing the Great Oiss&l
Swamp of Horth Carolina as an example of a locality where swamp soils
are supporting thick forest growths, and he compared underclay develop
ment to similar processes.
In 1866 Worthen^ used the presence of fossil roots in Illinois
underelays to strengthen the theory that underclays are old soils.

By

this time the theory was fairly well established, and other geologists,
such as Broadband,*2 working in Missouri, also observed Stixnari^ in
underclays and thus added evidence to further support the theory.

39W. E. Logan, “On the Character of the Bede of Clay Lying
Immediately Below the Coal Seams of South Wales**, Geol. Soc. London
Proc.. Vol. 3, p. 276, 1842.
*°Charles Lye 11, T&gygjj, £& SstiEk
Putnam, Vol. 1, 1845), pp. 118-160.

(Mew torfe*

Wiley and

**A. H. Worthen, "Geology**, 111. Geol. Surv.. Vol. I, p. 59, 1866.
*20. C. Broadband, "Part XI, Moderns? County",
Pompeiiy and
others, "Preliminary Report on Iron Ores and Coal Fields", Ho. Geol.
Surv.. p. 389, 1873.
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43

Its 1837 6resl©y

opposed the theojry that coal forms ia place.

Ba believed that coal was allochthonous, because he found S.tlcssarlft in
beds which were not underclays.

Ia addition* he did not find Stlfesnaria

to be present in both coal and uadsrclay, and this evidence, together
with the presence of boulders sad pebbles ia the underclay, precluded a
direct association between under cl ay and coal.
/.A
Hutchings,
after a study of the minoralogical constituents of
fireclays associated with English coals, concluded that these clays were
originally subsoils which supported ccai-fersaing plants,

Wheeler^"*

reached the east© conclusion regarding undercleys associated with Missouri
coals.

He believed that the peculiar properties of the underslays were

due to the leaching action of plants on a rich submerged swaxp soil.
Similar agreement was reached by Hopkins
Penney!vania.
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concerning underclays in

He indicated that growth and decay processes, which

plants had undergone, extracted iron and alkalies fro© the substratum.
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W. S. Gresley, "Kotes on the Forsation of Coal Seans, as
suggested by Evidence Collected Chiefly in the Leicestershire and
South Derbyshire Coal Fields'*, Geol. Soc. London Quart. Jour.. Vol. 43,
pp. 671-674, 1887.
H. Hutchings, "Botes on the Composition of Clays, Slates,
etc., and On Sena Points ia their Contect-iSstsaorphlsa”, gaol. Man..
Dec. 4, Vol. 1, p. 36, 1894.

45a. A. Wheeler, “’Clay Deposits", Mo. Geol. Surv., Vol. 11, 1st
ser., p. 46, 1896.
C. Hopkins, "Clays of Western Pennsylvania (in part)", la
"Clays and Clay Industries of Pennsylvania", A p p . to Ann. Sent. &£ Pa.
SSfttft SSliiSSS. *££JLML> PP• 53-54, 1898.
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Galpin^ farther edvanead the growth-in-place theory by stating that the
clay substratum, which supported cosl-forming plants, was purified by
tha leaching action of plant roots and carbonated bog waters.

Coal beds in a great many localities in the United States were
studied by White and Thiessen,

43

These students of coal found roots

in tindercleys at most places, and offered this as evidence that coalforming peats developed from plants which grew on the clay substratum.
49
Chapman
investigated underclays of Yorkshire by petrographic
methods and believed that the micaralogical composition, micros true rural
characteristics, end chemical relationships with the underlying shales
Indicated that the underclays are fossil soils.
S t out,^ taking a slightly different viewpoint, advanced the
theory that underclays are the residue left by the oxidation of vegetable
debris.

According to Stout, the underclays formed in swamps when plant

debris was oxidised, and when this debris was preserved under reducing
conditions, peat formed.
The theory of underclays as fossil soils was supported by*

^?S. L. Gal pin, '’Studies of Flint Clays and Their Associates*',
An. Cer. Soc. Trans.. Vol. 14, pp. 334-337, 1912.
^ David White and &. Th lassen, 'The Origin of Coal", U.S. Bur.
Mines Bull. 38, pp. 60-61, 1913.
**S. 2. Chapman, "Sons Petrological Characteristics of Underclays", Leeds Geol. Assoc. Trans., pt. 17, pp. 8-13, 1914.
^Wilbur Stout, "Origin of Coal Formation Clays", in Stout and
others, "Coal Formation Clays of Ohio", Ohio Geol. Surv.. 4th ser.,
Bull. 26, pp. 545-547, 1923.
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Bodoon,^**'who believed that tha underclays ware developed by differential
leaching by sluggish circulation of water and by the extractive processes
of plants.

Hudson’s ideas were accepted by Ashley,^ who pointed out

that the presence of stems, barks, and spores in the coals precluded
other than growth-in-place.
Heller

S3

strongly opposed the autochthonous theory of coal origin,

believing that an under clay was fully developed before any peat aectnsulaeiou began.

He found roots of hspidodendroa end Slei 11aria spread out

along the surface of the coal instead of down into the coal or Into the
substratum.

This was strongly supported by Wanless^* who believed that

underclays in Illinois showed a series of gooes comparable to tha profile
of a poorly drained soil and that underclays are not the soils on which
the plants grew.
Additional evidence offered by A l l e n ^ further opposed the autoch

51y. godson, "The Origin of Sodded Pennsylvanian Fire Clays in
the United States”, Jour. An. Car. Soc.. Vol. 10, pp. 744-745, 1927.
5*G. H, Ashley, "Bituminous Coal Fields of Pennsylvania, pt* 1”,
Bean. Topoa. and Geol. Surv.. ser. 4, Bull. M-6, pp. 42-43, 1928.
33j. M. Heller, "Cyclic Sedimentation of tha Pennsylvanian
Period and lte Significance", Jour. Geol.. Vol. 38, pp. 122-123, 1930.

■**H. a. Wanleea, "Pennsylvanian Cycles in Western Illinois",
1 1 U Geol, Sugy, Bull.. Vol. 80, p. 193, 1931.
**V. T. Allen, "Petrographic end Mineraloglcal Study of the
Under cl eye of Illinois Coals", Am. Car. *>oc. Jour.i Vol. 15, p. 573,
1932.
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thonous theory.

Ha believed that underclays ora coniinantel stre.es

deposits which have had the bulk of the carboasts contaat retnavad by
soil formation processes prior to coal deposition.

When Sri® and A l k n ^

held that uadaxclays were deposited la their present condition and have
been subjected to slight weathering processes after deposition, the
growth-in-place theory was seriously questioned, but it did not end the
controversy.
The autochthonous theory was supported by Moore,^ who stated that
underclays wore deposited as normal sedimentary materials upon which
plants grew and postulated that root action destroyed bedding end ex
tracted soluble salts from the soil.
Stutser and 80® , one a coal specialist and the other a paleobotanlst, also favored the autochthonous theory and pointed out that
roots and plant organs in underclays indicate that the coal-forming
plants grew in place.
In Missouri tha most Important fireclay is the Cheltenham.

This

was studied by MeGueen?® who considered this clay to be an underclay
because coal is associated with many of the deposits of this clay.

He

56&. E. Grim and V. T. Allen, "Petrology of the Pennsylvanian
Underclays of Illinois", Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull.. Vol. 49, p. 1508, 1938.
g. Moore, Coal (8 @cond edition:
Sons, 1940), p. 165.

New York:

John Wiley A
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Otto Stutzer and A. C. See, Geology of Coal (Hniv. Chicago
Press, 1940), p. 145.
S. McQueen, "Geology of the Fire Clay Districts of Eastcentral Missouri", M o . Geol. Surv.. Vol. 28, 2nd ser., p. 204, 1943.
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believed that conditions favorable for tha growth of cos l- forming
vegetation vara favorable to promoting the Initial alteration which
the clays have undergone.
Schoeve

60

favored the autochthonous theory for coala and under*

clays of the Wabaunsee group in Kansan.
Keller et alf*1 believed that the Cheltenham fireclay of east*central Missouri was deposited in awareps and earahes and that as vegeta
tion grew on the clay under waterlogged coedit lens, alteration was
Inaugurated.

Alteration was net controlled entirely by leaching, for

when the downward migration of leaching solutions wae blocked by the
clay substratum:, alteration continued by upward dialysis.
McMillan,*2 in his study of the Sodaway undercley in Kansas,
postulated that it was analogous to glay, a soft sticky clay soil
developed under waterlogged conditions.

Be postulated that the under

clay developed its characteristics principally by the action of organic
aelda derived from decaying autochthonous or allochthonous peat, from
which the coal waa derived.

Tha organic compounds were conceived as

moving downward by diffusion from the peat to the underclay.

the peat

was Important only as a supplier of organic compounds, and could have

«°W. B. Schoewe, "Coal Resources of the Wabaunsee Group in
Eastern Kansas", Kansas Geol. Surv. Bull. 63, pp. 51-32, 1946.
0. Keller, J. F. Wastcott, and A. 0. Bledsoe, "The Origin
of Missouri Fire Clays", in Clara and Clay Minerals. Edited by A.
Swine ford. Bat. Acad. Sei. - Hat. tea. Council, Pub. 327, p. 24, 1954.
62S. J. McMillan, "Petrology of the Hodsway Underclay
(Pennsylvanian), Kansas", Kansas Gaol. Surv. Bull. 119, pt. 6, pp. 241243, 1956.
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been sithar allca£boux>us or autochthonous.

This conception accounts

for the occurrence of thick coals without underclays and thick underslays without overlying coal.
Schultz,

63

after analysing underclays in the Appalachian,

Illinois, and Mid-Continent basins to determine regional and strati
graphic variations in mineral content, concluded that underclay Is a
product of transportation of a soil to a sedimentary basin where it was
flocculated by organic compounds produced during the formtion of coal.
According to Schultz 'underclays are beat interpreted not as the
result of residual soil weathering, but of weathering in the source
areas during periods of slow erosion which preceded almost complete
stagnation of the erosion-deposition cycle when peats were formed.
Variations in the mineralogy of underclays would then be related to
different types of weathering In the source areas.

Such weathering,

the product of temperature, rainfall, drainaga, time, and parent rocks,
would not be the same in all parts of even a limited source area, so
that a stream could transport an assemblage of minerals, perhaps includ
ing both kaollnite and we11-crystallized chlorite, which would not he
consistent with any one set of weathering conditions . . . .

The

underclays were probably dapoalted in a loose, hydrous, flocculated
state, end slickensides developed during compaction.M

Schulte believed

that the underclay materials now are essentially as they were when*

*3L. G. Schultz, "Petrology of Baderclays", Geol. Soc, Aaer.
Bull,. Vol. 69, no. 4, p. 391, 1958.
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transported Into the ban in,

Although plant® may have grown on top of

the underclays, es shown by root impressions and tree stumps in place,
weathering mist have been mild and had only slight effects on the clay
|LA
components of the underclays, Schults
further believed that underclays are not soils, and that alichensides must be accounted for by seme
process other than slipping during compaction after tha underclays were
churned and loosened by burrowing plants, as postulated in tha soil
theory of formation.
Patterson and Eostermaa43 believed the fireclay in the Olive Hill
district of Kentucky to be a true underclay, a soil, because it contains
abundant fossil roots, it lacks bedding, and It is overlain by a coal,
The clay waa waterlogged at the time it was a soil, and the churning
action of roots destroyed any bedding which nay have existed,
Most recently, Huddle end Pstterson,6* after reviewing the char
acteristics of underclays aa described in various parts of the country,
advanced the hypothesis that underclays were soils developed under water
logged conditions below peats.

According to these authors, ’’most seat

rocks formed In a waterlogged environment and acquired peculiar ehar-5
6
4

64Schultz, Ibid.. p, 382.
65S , H. Patterson and J. W. Ho*tensan, ’’Geology of the Clay
Deposits la the Olive Kill District, Kentucky", in Clays and Clay
Minerals. Edited by A. Swineford. Mat* Acad. Sei. - Sat. Res.
Council, Monograph 5, pp, 191-192, I960.
^ J . W, Huddle and S. H, Patterson, "Origin of Pennsylvanian
Underclays and Related Seat Rocks", Geol. Soc. Amar. Ball.. Vol. 72,
no. 11, p* 1653, 1961.
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acteristics iron plant roots and continued leaching by a d d swamp water.'*
They

67

further stated that three different waterlogged taicro-environ-

neats were prevalent under which the parent material in the substratum
could be converted to en underclay.

They believed that underclays are

modified substrata* that they are soils because plants grew on then,
end that they ere residual in that they formed In piece from sediments
that happened to be there.

A similarity in the mineral composition of

the underclay* end the enclosing strata strongly suggested to them that
the underclays were derived from the same kind of rock.

According to

Buddie and Patterson, the first stage of alteration involved consider
able leeching in non-stagnant water, large plants extracted some
materials, and iron compounds accumulated at the base of the substratum.
Whan the water became partially stagnant, decay was slowed, peat
developed, lerge plants continued extraction of compounds, end sulphides
formed in the underclay.

When e thick layer of peat had formed, deep

leeching stopped, end shallow root systems were confined to the peat.
After burial of the peat end during coaiiflention, decay continued, end
various ions wsre transferred from the decaying plants beck into the
underclay.
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Buddie and Patterson, Ibid.

68'Buddie end Patterson, Ibid,

CdAPTEM IV
M1KERAL0GY AKS PRTROGaAPMT OF LOWER, CAMHI3S OKOFECIAVS

SAMPLING m t E O m AMD AKALTTXCAL tEGHWIQCKS

The Weir-Pittsburg, Tebo, snd Mineral underclays were chosen
for detailed mlnersicgical study because 1) these underclsys are
readily identified in the coal pits by their association with known
beds; 2) preliminary tests indicated that these underclays were meet
likely to yield the greatest differences in alnerslogieal assemblages;
and 3) these underclays are thick enough to be of commercial value.
Tha Weir-Pittsburg underclay is three to four feet thick, the Tebo
underclay usually is three feet thick, and tha Mineral underclay is
two to three feet thick.
Samples of these onderelay* were collected from active and
abandoned coal strip pits in Barton, Vernon, St. Clair, and Henry
Counties (see Table II).

At each collecting site, separate 25-pound

samples were taken iron the upper, middle, end lower portions of each
underclay for ceramic teats, and one-pound samples were taken from tha
sase acmes at regular intervals along tha hlghwalls.

Tha shales lying

immediately below each underclay and immediately above each coal alee
were sampled.

This type of sampling procedure was used in order tot

1) determine tha lateral and vertical variation in clay mineral content;
2) correlate certain ceramic propartias with the mineralogy of the
underclays; and 3) add to the knowledge of the origin of tha underclays.
The field samples were subjected to petrographic analysis,
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TABLE II
LOCALITIES OF UNDERCLAY SAMPLES
L@eo No.

County

Sec.

T.

R.

MINERAL UNDERCLAY
9
15

Vernon
Henry

SE% 18
NW% 23

34 N.
43 N.

32 W.
25 W.

32
33
32
34
39
40
40
43
43

N.
N.
N. '
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

33
33
33
32
26
28
27
25
25

W.
W.

32
33
33
33
39
40
40
40

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

33
33
33
33
26
28
28
28

w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.

TEBO UNDERCLAY
6
5
2•
22
10
12
19
20
IS

Barton
Barton
Barton
Vernon

NW% 31
NWfc 19
m k 20
mk,
5

St. Clair

SEk,
mk.

Henry
Henry
Sfenry
Henry

2
2

NE% 7
SW% 14
NW% 23

w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.

WEIR-PITTSBURG UNDERCLAY
1
3
8
7
11
16
.. 17
13

Barton
Barton
Barton
Barton
St. Clair
Henry
Henry
Henry

SW% 17
SW^ 27
SW% 7
SW% 7
NW% 2
NW% 2
NW^ 2
NE% 2

differential thermal saalyuie, x-ray analysis, coarse-fraction analysis,
heavy mineral analysis, apec orographic analysis, chemical analysis, aad
ceramic teats.

Of these, x-ray analysis mas sue*at extensively used and

proved che stost valuable tor determining the clay mineral coaponents.
Large samples mere used for the ceramic tests.
THXK SECTION PETROGRAPHY

A

l^mp of underclay mas selected from each of the upper,, middle,

and lerer roses of each underclay at each collecting site and pieces of
shale lying immediately below the underclays and above the coals also
were selected for the preparation of thin sections.

The thin sections

were prepared by s commercial laboratory.

g£g*H£&
A study of these thin sections revested that Lower Cabaniss
underclays are very similar to each other in texture and in mineral
content.

They differ only in tha relative abundance of their con

stituents.
The Lower Cabaniss underclays are composed principally of flaky

grains of clay minerals, which usually are lass than 3-microns across,
although some grains are larger.

Throughout most of the clay these

grains are randomly oriented, but occasionally Irregular aggregates of
clay particles with indistinct boundaries do show some orientation.
Flaks* of clay minerals often sre warped around larger grains of other
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constituents.

More rarely plates of tha clay mineral* are oriented at

nearly 45° or 930 to each other, giving rise to a reticulated torture»
Monday coBStituoats generally are scattered randomly throughout the
underclays.
jflaayalg Observed in thin Section
Illite.

Illite usually comprises about 30 to 70 percent of the

clay mineral content of the underclays and the largest grains often are
composed of this mineral.
plates.

Illite occurs as tiny shreds and as larger

The larger plates are elongated and have slightly rounded to

ragged ends.

Each plate is composed of a book of thin flakes which gives

the plate a laminated structure (Figure 5).

Many of the larger pistes

are curved or bent slightly, and often several plates have parallel
orientation.

Sometimes large plates are oriented at nearly 45° or 90°

to others to form a reticulated texture (Figure 6).

The smaller shreds

of illite usually are scattered randomly throughout the sample and
generally make up most of the clay.

Oftea they are oriented similarly

so that they extinguish together as they are rotated under crossed
aicoIs.

Such orientation ia especially observed where clay minerals

encompass grains of quarts and grains of pyrite.
Kao U n i t e .

gence.

Kao Unite differs from illite la its lower birefrin

It occurs in medium to small shreds which usually are smaller

than those of illite, but in thin sections ksollnlte and illite often
cannot be differentiatad.

Usually tha k&oUnite is distributed at

random in the £«:«ple such as the illite Is, but both may be similarly

Figure 5, L a r g t laminated illite tlska ( a t a r canter wi pitotoaierograph) in Tebo underclay, If.W. %, see. 5, X. 34 K., E. 32 W.,
Vernon Comity, Missouri. 70X.

Figure C. Reticulated texture forraed chiefly by Illite t'laM.ru
in Tebo underclay, M.W. %, sec. 2, X. 40 N. , &. 2d W . , Henry County,
Missouri. 70X.
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oriented and exhibit mass extinction.

Aggregates of illite end > no Uni t e

shrsd© appear to wrap around qoartr end pyrite grains.
Quarts.

Quarts comprises frost 1 to 20 percent of the underclays

and ia scattered readonly through the underclay.
to subnngnler grains 4 to 100© ulcrons across.

It occurs In angular
The majority of these

grains contain needles of rutile which usually are distributed at randon, but which In scats occur in sinull clusters.
Feldspars.

Feldspars stake up less than one percent of the Lever

Cabaniss underclays.

The feldspars are randomly distributed and usually

are eubrouaded to swhangular in outline.
feldspars are present.

Both soda-line and potash

Some of the feldspar grains are clear and un

altered, others are slightly clouded with alteration products.

The

boundaries between the feldspars end the clay tutrix usually sre
relatively sharp, suggesting a lack of alteration since deposition,
but for those feldspars which are clouded with alteration products this
conclusion Is less positive.
Pyrite.

Pyrite occurs both in tiny single crystals and in large

aggregates of tiny crystals.

The pyrite occurs In modified sal un

modified cubes, octahedrons, and pyritohedrons, which usually are
scattered randomly through the clay (Figure 7).
masses of pyrite occur la cracks la the clay.

Larger crystals and
Small crystals of pyrlts

occasionally are distributed sinuously through the clay matrix.

The

distances between the individual crystals may be as much as 10 to 15
tines tha breadth of a single crystal.

Whan two or more lines of

crystals are present, they usually have parallel or subparallel trends,
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Figure 7. Distribution of pyrite cry*tela (black) In Tebo
underclay* 8.E. k» sec, 2, T. 39 H.» a. 26 W., St. Clair County*
Missouri.
70X.
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but. occasioaally a second set of pyrite crystal* will tread at an angle
up to 45° to th® first set.
Large irregular masses of pyrite consisting of aggregates of tiny
crystals often are enclosed by clay minerals which are wrapped around
them.

Raretly pyrite occurs in blades 20 sea. or more in length and 10

to IS mm. in width.

These are made up of thin layers of tiny crystals

and are enclosed by black carbonaceous material.

In such occurrences,

the pyrite has replaced woody material and has preserved part of the
original texture of tha plant material.
Limonita.
pyrite.

Limonite in the underclays is an oxidation product of

It Is present as 1) very small rounded grains dispersed through

the clay, 2) fillings between other mineral fragments, and 3) long, thin,
irregular masses which appear to be fissure fillings.
Rutile.

Rutile occurs as short prismatic crystals, about 0.03 a®,

across, with rounded or subrounded ends.
through the clay.

They are scattered randomly

Occasionally a large grain is present.

This mineral

also occurs as small needle-like crystals with random distribution.
Soma can be seen only by bringing them in and out of focus between
crossed nlcols.

They occur am single crystals, but rarely as knee

shaped twins.
Rutile also occurs as tiny inclusions scattered randomly in quarts
grains, and occasionally as radiating clusters of several crystals within
the quartz.

Kuacovlte.

Muscovite, having higher-order interference color*

than illite, occurs as thin elongated flakes or blades, about 0.5 ssa.
or less in length, scattered through the clay.

The larger flakes often

have parallel sides, but the enda are shredded and ragged.
the flakes are beat, but the bulk of then are straight.

Sometimes

Occasionally

the larger Muscovite blades have parallel orientation, and several
blade# nay be aligned linearly.

The bulk of the nuecovlte occurs as

tiny shreds} larger flakes are less abundant.

It never makes up more

than about 5 percent of the clay.
Biotite.

Blotlte ia somewhat less abundant than muscovite, and

usually occurs as flakes er blades 9.3 sae. or lass in length.

It common

ly ia brown or yellowish-brown, hut occasionally greenish-brown.

The

biotite blades are soaewhat elongated, but never are as elongated ae
the muscovite.

The blades have parallel sides and somewhat ragged ends.

Occasionally the biotite is parallel to the muscovite, but ia general it
has a random distribution in the elay matrix.
Toumallne.

Tourmaline in short prismatic crystals ia aparsaly

and randomly scattered through the clay (figure S).

In some eases,

the tourmaline contains tiny Inclusions which appear to be rutile.

The

tourmaline la strongly pleochroic, light to dark brown to greenish-brown
and often exhibits a alight color variation from one part of tha crystal
to another.
Chlorite.

Chlorite occurs in relatlvaly large flat flakes which

are green and rather weakly pleochroic.

The boundaries of the flakes

appear rather straight under lew magnification, but somewhat raggad
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Figure 8. £long*ted touraaline crystal, near center of photo
micrograph, ia Weir-Pittsburg underclay, X.w. i , sec. 2, T. 40 X.,
R. 28 W M Henry County, Missouri. 70X.
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under high eagaif italics.
the .sIdee.

the «r>ds of the flakes ere m>rm rested than

The chlorite fley.es very considerably in else} the larger

ones ere smeller than the largest illite grains, hut the smaller ones
ere larger then most of the fcaoiinlte grains.
Slreon.

Zircon wee observed ia ell thin sections of the under*

clays <as short prison tic crystals with rounded or subrounded ends.

They

ere scattered randomly through the clay end usually are about 0.95 ss.
across (Figure 9).

They commonly make up leaa then l percent of the

sample, but a few samples contain as such as 5 percent.
Other.

Other minerals observed in a few thin sections in very

smell quantities era:

calclta, atderlta, gypsum, end pyroxene, together

with store rsrely occurring minerals which were tentatively identified
as garnet, amphlbole, end epidote.

SMBB&iaSSL &l
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The underclays ere quite similar to tha associated shales ia
gross mineralogy} the mala difference la in the proportlone of the
constituents.

In general, tha shales both above the coals end below

the underclays contain more feldspar, muscovite, biotite, Illite,
chlorite, and quarts than do the underclays, and the mlees ere coarser
ia the shales.

The underclays generally are higher In kao U n i t e and

mixed-layer clay than tha associated shales.
Shales above the coela usually contain more organic matter than
the underclays or shales below the underclays.

However, shales below

the underclays generally ere higher ia eiderlte, celcite, and gypsum

4 i
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fthaa the waidarelays ox thm & h & l m above the m i s

Bella to. h special typo mi mineral aggregate which tees been
noted iti the wnderclays is the pellet.
of clay* quarts, pyrite, and coal.

Pellets are made up of grains

They are so ©early like the matrix

that they are difficult to detect in thin sections.

Ia thin section,

la plane polarised light, they appear as rounded to sub-angular areas,
slightly darker than the matrix from which they are separated by faint
hot distinct hotsndaries.

these slightly darker pellet areas are

generally 6.2 to 1.6 as*, long and somewhat less in width.

Between

crossed alcols, the boundary appears sharper because tbe clay grains
of the matrix are aligned parallel to the pellet boundaries or are
terminated by them {Figures 16 and 11).

These oriented clay grains

are brighter then the pellet itself when they ere at the position of
maximum brightness.

Because the orientation of matrix grains follows

the curved bou&dary of tha pellets, rotation of the stage of the
microscope permits successive parts of the boundary to be aeon.

4

continuous envelope of clay grains ia never seen around any one pellet.
Tbe envelope ia interrupted by clay particles of the matrix which lie
at high angles or at right angles to the boundary and are terminated by
it.
Usually the thin film of matrix material adjacent to tha boundary
of a pellet will not be in optical continuity with matrix material away
from the pellet.

Portions of e pellet seem to disappear as the stags

Figiar® 13.

Texture, s l m , iwad eheye <?£ c la y p e lle t la Weir*

P tttib ttfs nndcrcley.
l .

4 0 5 f,,

St. 2 8 W .,

£©te contact with m t r lx ,
H e n ry

C o u n ty ,

l& e s o u r i.

ii.W. %, eec. 2,

70X.

Figure 11. Texture, else, efeepe, end c o t t o u with matrix,
of clay pollet In Te.ts underclay, S.W. fc, eec. 2, T. 40 M., &. 2d y . f
Henry County, Mirac'-vt. 70X.

SI
Is rotated because parts of tha pallet and matrix acquire tha same
luminosity.

The boundary of tha pallet may be lost for a few degrees

of rotation, only again to become visible as rotation is continued.
In some cases, a second pellet, at a distance of a millimeter or so
from the first, may come into view as a result of the brightening of
matrix material around it.

in general, the pellets ere randomly dis

tributed, but those near one another may have their long axes similarly
oriented.
The pellets are composed of clay minerals and quarts grains in
variable amounts, together with minor pyrite.

In most cases the sise

of the constituent grains is of the same order of magnitude as those
of the matrix, but sons parts of a pellet may contain particles some
what smaller than the matrix grains.
delineating the pellet boundary.

This else difference assists in

Clay particles making up the pellets

usually have random orientation, but not always.

Groups of similarly

oriented clay particles in s pert of a pellet may be similarly oriented
with pert of the matrix material, but may be discordant with another
part of the matrix material.

Parts of a pellet may or may not show

optical continuity with matrix material immediately adjacent to the
boundary.
Rarely a pallet will be made up of clay or quarts particles
arranged In a faint concentric manner, but this cannot be firmly
established.

A central nucleus is absent.

A second type of pellet seen in thin sections of the underclays
is round or subround, unoriented, usually grayish brown or dark brown,
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a ad generally coa©id«rftbly darker than tha surrounding clay matrix
(Figure 12)>

The brown color is thought to be due to amorphous carbon

aceous material locked within the pellets.

The brown color somewhat

masks the color of the constituents making up the pellets, when they
era observed between crossed nlcols.
These pellets, usually about 0.3 mm. in diameter, are composed
of very fine-grained quarts, mica, and pyrite embedded randomly in a
clay matrix la which tha clay grains themselves lack orientation.

The

fine-grained quarts, mica, and pyrite project at random from the sur
faces of some of the pellets giving the® a ragged appearance.
carbonaceous material may be present.

Black

Pellets of this type era present

In about 30 percent of tha smaples examined in thin section.

They

never make up more than about 1 percent of the underclay.
Another type of mineral aggregate aeen in thin sections
la shale fragments.

They are not common in the underclays, but

occasionally are observed es irregular arena of aligned clay particles.
These areas show nearly uniform mass extinction as the microscope
stage is rotated.

Material
Organic material is present as black carbonaceous streaks and
masses, end es amber-colored streaks and masses.
amorphous.

Both types are

Tha black carbonaceous material generally occurs in long,

narrow. Irregular strips which may be continuous or discontinuous.
Often they are sinuous, completely reversing themselves in trend, or

S3

Texture, sissa, and shape of brmm. cl ay pallet in
Organic eetertai ts&ska (diet component*.
H.W. % t sec, 2, T. 40 if.„ a. 28 V?. s Eoary County, Missouri. 7©X.
Figure 12.

Heir-Pifctoburg underclay.
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Joining nther ©tracks «t high a-oglae (Figure IS).

In general, they lack

orl«9C«tio&, bet occasionally two etreak# at# subpare11*1.

Snail irreg~

ular a*®*®® of black carbonaceous material also arc present.
Tha a-'-aber-colored m as**

usually are very irregular in shape

and are thought to be organic resins,

these are isotropic end sake eg

a vary snail percentage of say sample.

D iF F K & s ia 'iM . t h s a k a x . a n a l y s i s

Ifcaatment of Samples
The snail samples required for differential thorns! analysis
were prepared from the ooe-pemad field samples by breaking off snail
portions from each leap to obtain 35 to 30 grass of material.

Ibis

small cample was pulverised end homogenised by grind leg in an agate
mortar.

A snail portion of the resulting powder was passed through a

200-aesh screen and used for differential thermal analysis.
the powder was placed in a wall in a nickel block in direct con
tact frith one terminal of a chrome!-alumel differential thermocouple,
while the other terminal mss placed ia direct contact with minus 200mesh alumina,

the cold Junction mas kept at 0°C in an ice-water bath.

A heating rate of 12°C per adnata was used,

tha absolute temperature

was measured with a ehromel-alumel thermocouple placed in the nickel
block midway between the sample and the standard alumina.

$$

Figure 13. Orgenie m u t i i i (bla«k) ia K#i?-Pltub»a^ eaderaley.
light colored grain* ere q u a r t s ^ . S . \t see. 2, 7. 40 8., a. 28 if.,
B*er% County, HtiMuri. 70X.

tes&M
Typical differential

curves obtained from the upper,

middle> end lover portions of each of tha clays which underlie ths
Ittoaral, Tebo mn4 Weir-Pittafeurg coal© are ehoeu la Figures 14 to 16.
Each curve is characterised byj

1) a lev tesKperetuya exothermic dip

between 100 sr.d 2O0°C caused fey tit® ioas of loosely held

2) a

moderate exothermic peak frsrn Z5§ to 400&'C c-uused fey the oxidation of
organic ®afe®risl| 3) a weak to strong exothermic peak between 46$ asad
470°C due fc© the oxidation of pyrite; 4) * prominent «»i©ttevaic dip
between 500 end fcOO^C caused by the destruction of tha hydroxyl group*
of illite® kaolinite, end mixed-layer clay; 5) an exothermic peak which
begins -at about 9£0®C and reaches a maxissus. »t 950 t© $3$°C.

Some

curve* exhibit & slight endothermic dip between 850 end 90$° 6 which ie
rather characteristic of illite« but the dip at 60$ to 70€,5&C usually
observed in rontssor11 U m i te ve.e absent.

th& Intensity of tha aadothorssde dip at 500 to 6©6®S generally

la in accotrd with the total amount of illite and k a d i nits present.
The intimate mixture of ka©Unite and Illite and the presence of
carborxceoue matter end pyrite limit the diagnostic usefulness of the
differential thermal curves in a study of the underclays.

Yet the

curves do bring out the close similarity of the elaya underlying the
three coals and the lack of differentiation or conation of the clay
underlying any one coal.
Thcroograas of the black shales above the coele ere character
ised by larger exothermic peaks in the 300 - 550°C region duo to the
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oxidation of larger amounts of organic tmtter sad pyrite,

The shales

below the under cl ay© yield differential thereal curves whidh are more
nearly like there for the underclay*, but snail endothermic dip© char
acter ia tic of the dissociation of elder its, calcite, and gypsum were
noted o

FDHL FRACTION ANALYSIS

Preparation p f . S g i l w
Preliminary investigation* of the underclay® revealed the
presence of appreciable amount# of mineral* such a* quarts and pyrite.
In order to eliminate these i^epurltiea a* much a* possible, minus
325-mesh e-assples were dispersed in distilled water to which a few
drop* of axsmoniua hydroxide had been added.

By differential settling

they were separated Into a minus 2 -micron and a plus 2-micron fraction.
Oriented aggregates of the finer clay fraction were prepared, in
accordance with Grim'*

method, by covering an object glass with a

few drops of the suspension containing the minus 2-micron fraction
and allowing the particles to settle on s glass slide as the water
evaporated.

Reproducible qualitative and quantitative diffraction

data from several slides of the same material indicated that the
sampling technique was adequate.S
.

S. Grim, 'Petrographic Study of Clay Minerals - A
Laboratory NoteM, Jour. Sgd, Fat,. ¥©1, A, pp. 45-47, 1934.
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AasljfM*
Tha eawpies msx»

ed with # Itorelco a-ray diffractometer,

using nicltel-flltared C«R< radiation end a scaealng rate ©5 2° par
minute > A* m m y as thro# .x-ray diffree t o m ter trees® of the oriented
sections oi lha ®inu# 2“micron fractiojs of each sample were run j

one

on the original air-dried material; another on the same section after
it was sprayed until dsn? with ethylene glycol; and, vhmi a 14 % xpacing
was detected. She clay was heated to 55©a-5&5°C for one hour and a
third diffract on* t# r trace m * made to determine if the mineral -^hich
yielded the 14 I basal epe-cisag m e
Qualitative Analysis.

destroyed by the heat.

The principal clay minerals in Lower

Cabaniss underclays are illite, ka© Unite, and mixed"layer illiteaontakoriiIonite.

A mineral yield!tag s basal epacing ©£ 14 % Is present.

It is principally chlorite but is in part w*r«ic«lite.

©
The 14 k spac

ing was detected in 40 percent of the underclay easy!as analyzed.

In

19 percent of those containing a 14 % component, verialeulite was
detected.

£4>ntwer 11 Ionite occurs only interlayered with illite and

never alone.

The charactoristie 17 I basal plane diffraction from

glyoolated samples does not appear on the diffractograss.
occurs both alone and interlayered with aentmor 11 ionite.

Illite
Ciffracto-

graasa of many gxycoiated samples show an aeyssaetxy of the 10 ^ peak
toward higher values.

KaoU n i t e occur® alone and is characterized by

strong, sharp diffractions at 7.14 % and 3.57 %,
Tha 14 1 diffraction peak was attributed to chlorite or to
vermlculits, depending on the diffraction pattern obtained after heating
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the clay to 550-565°C for l hour.

If the 14 % peak persisted after

heating,, the mineral ves identified as chlorite.

If It disappeared and

the 10 X peak was enhanced» the mineral vae considered to be vermiculita.
The distinction between chlorite and kaollnite is e o e e ^ a t aote
difficult to make when the chlorite does not yield a strong first order
(basal plane) peak at 14 X, since the second-order basal reflection of
chlorite is nearly identical in position vith the first order basal
reflection of kaollnite, i.e.9 7.0 X.

When the sample is heated to

550-565°C for one hour, the kaollnite structure collapses, and its
o
effect on the 7 A peak disappears, while the chlorite structure per
sists; therefore, any peak at 7 % observed after this heat treatneat
was considered to be due to chlorite.
o
When tha 14 A material, was determined to be vensiculite, no
consideration was given to the possible effect of its (002) reflection
o
on tha intensity of the 7 A kaollnite peak in determining the percent
age of kaollnite, because the intensity of the low second order dif
fraction fro* (001) of vsraiculite become* negligible at the low
concentration of this mineral in the underclays.
Quarts is present in almost all underclays, and easy of the
diffractograao showed a strong peak at 26.6° (28) corresponding to the
3.34 X interplenar spacing characteristic of quartz.
Quantitative Analysis.

The amount of each clay component ia a

sample was calculated in accordance with a method outlined by
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Sch ultz.

Figure 1? 1* presented to i l l u s t r a t a

tha procedure.

The

a r *&« enclosed by the d iffra c to m e te r peeks due to f i r s t - o r d e r d i f f r a c 
tion from the b a se ! plana# of the c la y raiser#!# were iseaftured w ith u.
p o la r plaxtimeter.

F ir s t -o r d e r peak# o f equal area were considered so

be due to the $>&m amounts o f the c lo y m ineral# causing then.

Although

th is type of, a n a ly s is lacks high accuracy, i t does g iv e the c o rre c t
order o f saagnitude for the c la y siin erel components o f p la s t ic underc la y s .

Synthetic ssixture# i a which poorly c r y s t a lli s e d k a o lln it e was

mixed w ith I l l i t e o r w ith m ixed -layer i lli t e - i s o n t a o r i l I o n i t e in d ic a te
that th is seethod o f estim ation i s adequate fo r determ ining r e la t i v e
abundance o f these components. 7*

The true shapes of the 10 2 illite and the 7 A kaollnite peaks
were determined by comparing them with the packs obtained from purified
materials.

The low angle asymmetry of the 10 $ peak was assumed to be

due to the inter lay# ring, of mon&aaril Ionite (more rarely chlorite) with
Illite, because the moan position of this peak shifted to lower 20
values (higher interplamar spacing values) when the clay was glycolated,
thereby increasing the interplanar spacing of the raontmor11Ionite com
ponent.

The proportion of montaaorilIonite to illite in the mixed-layer

material was determined from the mean position of the low angle peak*
1
7

7®L. G. Schultz, “Quantitative Evaluation of the Kaollnite and
Illite in Underclays", in Clays end Clay Minerals. Edited by A.
Svineford. Hat. Acad. Sci. - Fat. Res. Council, Pub. 393, p. 421, 1953.
71Schultz, Ibid.

SMOOTHED DIFFRACTOMETER TRACES

CALCULATIONS

K

J>SL

C ♦ X +I* K

2 8 ♦ 125♦ 9 4 ♦ 59

* 1 0 0 = 13,9%

C , X , and I calculated similarly
M (in X) = 4 0 9 * 3 8 5 = 15.7% of total
I (in X ) = 4 0 9 -1 5 .7 = 25 2% of total
Total illite = 3 0 6 + 2 5 .2 = 558%

PERCENTAGE BAR
M

K - kcsolinite
I - illite
X - mixed layer

I

M - montmonllonite

I rK

Figure 17.

Calculation of clay mineral percentages from diffractometer traces.

C - chlorite

.after glycolattoa, assuming that tfeis

position i# proportional to

the relative asaounts of montmor11Ionite *n<l illite i n the mixed-layer
component,

For asaaasplo, in Figure 17 the K»*n position of the peak fox

interpistar spacing of 12.7 1, which is 2.7/7.0 of the way bargees 10
and 17 A.

>0

th* mixed-Ijayor el&y is at a 2& eagle of 3.74°, corresponding t© su

Therefore* mtostsBoriilcalte constitutes 2.7/7.0, or 3$.3 per

cent of tha -slxed-layer clay mineral and 11 lit® stakes up the remaining
61.3 per seat.

A assail amount of chlorite va# detectable in tha mixed-

layar component of a few samples by the failure of tho mixed-layer
component to collapse completely to IS U whan heat treated.
Total illite ia the sasapla m

calculated by adding the percent

age of illite indicated by the 10 % peak to the percentage of illite ia
the tolxad-layer component.

For example, ia Figure 17, the parcantsgs

of discrete illite is 30.$} the g&arceataga of illite ia the ©ixsd-lfiyer
component (which makes up 40,9 percent of the entire sample) is 61.5.
The total illite content, therefore, ia 30.6 + 40.9 x 61.5, or 35.8
percent.
The relative ssmata of the various silicate clay minerals are
presented by a bar diagram which permits rapid visual comparison of the
composition of the clay sample;;.
the right-hand side of the bar.

Kaoliaite le shown in solid black at
Discrete Illite is shown as a white

area Just to the left of the kaollnite area and ia separated £roa the
mixed-layer area by a solid vertical line.

The mixed-layer component

la represented by two areas separated by a dotted vertical line, the

€5

•whir,© rep resen tin g tha I l l i t e

po rtio n and the o b itq u s -lin e d area. rep re 

senting the rsoatrsaorilIonic« p o rtia a o f the raided-layer casqpoturat.
th is %my, the to ta l percentage o f i l l f t n
observed.

Sb

in the sample is r e a d ily

Iha amount o f r.hlor ite -v e rs a ic u litc is shown a* the h o r is o n t a l-

limed p o rtio n o f the b a r.

It

1® separated b y a s o lid v e r t ic a l

lin o ix o m

chat p art © f the bar represen tin g the amount o f m ixed-layer c la y .
r a t io o f i l l i t e

Tha

to fcao iialte ha© been c a lc u la te d fo r each sample and is

taken as an index o£ v a r i a b i l i t y .

I t s v alu e is given to the r ig h t o f

each bar diagram (F igu re 18).
tha re s o lte o f tha analyses o f the minus 2-micron fra c t io n o f a l l
the c la y sad shale ©amplea analysed are presented g ra p h ic a lly in Figures
I f to 37.

Ia thee® fig u re s the bars are arranged to show r e la t iv e

p o sitio n s o f sssaple# along tha h ig b w a lls o f the variou s © trip p ita ia
the area studied,

Ear* in the same column represent analyses o f samples

at a s in g le tempi© lo c a tio n .
s t ra t ig r a p h ic p o s itio n *.

They are presented in th e ir r e la t iv e

Ears in the ©site rev represen t analyses o f

c la y or ©hale fro© th* same her Ison along the b ig b w a ll or eoms other
exposure a t a s in g le p i t .

A bbreviation s to th® l e f t o f the bars

designate rock types.

Mlafciva Abundance wf Clay .iSiaoy.l-t
Under c la y samples from the top, tha m iddle, aad the bottoss o f
each underclay at 83 lo c a l i t i e s uere aoalys.ad m in e ra lo g ic a lly in order
to determine the v e r t ic a l v a r ia t io n ia the c la y ssiner&l content.

The

n ln e r a lo g lc a l anal yeas in d icate that c h lo r it e -v e r a lc u l i to is present ia
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42 pcrcent of the undercLey scruples *ad In 8© percent of the shale sanples.
Its percentage ranges fro® 0 to 15 in the underclays and from 0 to 20 in
tha shale**.

The retraining three clay components, nixed-layer ill it**

rontsaoril ionite, illite, and kaollnite, ere present in variable e&ouats
in ail underclay and shale samples studied.

KfemtasorilIonite a®ver occurs

as discrete grains, but always interiaya-red with illite.

It comprises

from 5 to 37 percent of tha underclays and frets 5 to 28 percent of tha
associated shales.

Fixed-layer iliite-ssontajorillonite ranges fro® 16

to 6.8 p*ic«E.t in the undcrcleyr and fro® 20 to 60 percent in the asso
ciated shales,

Illite, occurring both as discrete groins and eta stlxed-

layera with aontssorlllonite, varies frea 17 to 82 percent ia tha undereleyr oisd fro® 30 to 73 percent in the shales.

In the ©ajority of

samples, Illite la the svjor clay constituent.

Kaollnite is quite

variable, renting free 5 to 66 percent in the underclays end frees 3 to
46 percent in the associated shsleo.

Vertical Variation of Cley Klnsral Content
In order to determine if any causal relationship exists between
the composition of an underclay at one horlsca and that at another, or
between an underclay and Its underlying shale, Tables III, 17, V and VI
ware prepared, in which the abundance of a particular clay eiaerel at
one horison is compared with that at another.
The data show that, in nearly all cases, kaollnite is quite evenly
distributed vertically throughout the underclays.

Although some varia

tion exists, there is co consistent increase either upward or doverward
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..TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ABUNDANCE OF CLAY MINERALS IN TOP
AND BOTTOM OF UNDERCLAYS AT 80 LOCALITIES
________ __________ _______ —----- ----- ..
jV,* ' .
Number of Localities Where
•
Mineral is Most Abundant
|v| i -?.
:-.. ■
•
Clay Mineral
' f~.rAt
&o
At
Top
Difference
Bottbm
■
'

Kaollnite
Illite
Mon txnor111 on i te
Chloritic material
Mixed-layer

14
20
15
16
16

54
42
50
20
52

12
18
15
10
12

•
'

•

.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF ABUNDANCE OF CLAY MINERALS IN TOP
AND MIDDLE OF UNDERCLAYS AT 80 LOCALITIES
.
.
• ■. ‘ ■-.0 .
Clay Mineral
.
Kaollnite
Illite
Mon tmorilIonite
Chloritic material
Mixed-layer

Number of Localities Where
Mineral is Most Abundant
’
At
Top

No
Difference

At
Middle

15
12
7
so
18
9

50
51
64
sc
15
56

15
17
9
7r
15

81

.-

.

:

•
.

fABLE V

;
.

.

.
. .

COMPARISON OF ABUNDANCE OF CLAY MINERALS IN MIDDLE
AND BOTTCH OF UNDERCLAYS AT 80 LOCALITIES
■
------------------ ^ . . .
•
'
lumber of• Localities Where
Mineral is Most Abundant
'
c-‘
.. ' • •*.*.:■■■ ..:
&:j,Y.
.
'
At
No
At
-•
Middle Difference Bottom
Kaollnite
Illite
Montaori1Ioni£e
Chloritic material
Mixed-layer
. „

,
C
16
11
4
16
21

,, '
46
57.
55
15
46

1
13
18
12
8
13
13

'

TABLE V I

iv. -

'
COMPARISON OF ABUNDANCE OF CLAY MINERALS IN LOWER
PORTIONS OF UNDERCLAYS AND IN UNDERLYING
SHALES AT 18 LOCALITIES

V.

'fyii-i*:

V£-">

Number of Localities. Where
Mineral is Most Abundant

Clay Mineral
;

;

In
Underclays

*- ; *. - '>

K aollnite
Illite
Mon itcor il Ionite
Chloritic material
Mixed-layer
. '
Vr"

,

5
3
6
2
7

«,

Same

In
Shales

.

n
5
11
7
7

2

10
1
7
T--r-v- 4

;it
.

.

eiiSIEKts 3

ia kaollnite content.

Illite appears to bo slightly sore abundant

toward tha bottom of the underclays, but this dosraw«rd increase in not
marked.

Momtmori11oaita in quits evenly distributed vertically* but

there is a suggestion that it Increase* slightly downward.

Chloritic

faster lei definitely is wore abundant in tha upper pert of a clay*
while mixed-layer slay sssterial is significantly more abundant in the
middle portions of the underclays.
A comparison o f tha clay mineral content of the lover portion of
the underclays with those of the shales lying directly below thasa at 13
localities is presented in Table VI.

Frost this table* it ia evident that

Lower Cabaniss underclays differ little in mineral couponition from the
fine-grained shales below them.

The underclays contain e little more

kaollnite end mixed-layer illite~oont»orll Ionite than do the shales*
and tha shales are slightly higher in Illite and chloritic arterial.
Schultz^ showed that shales below underclays in the Midcontinent
and Eastern Interior Basina contain stellar amounts of clay components
as do underclays.

Stellarity In the chemical composition of both under73

clays and underlying shales supports tha similarity of mineralogy.7
2
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L. 8. Schultz, “Petrology of Underclays", Geol. Soc. in»r.
Bull.. Vol. 69, no. 4, p. 377, 1958.
^ N . J, HcHillan, "Petrology of the Bodaersy Underclay (Pennayl
vanlas), Kansas", Ranges Geol. Surv. Bull. 119, pt. 6, p, 211, 1956{
J. W, Huddle and S. H. Patterson, "Origin of Pennsylvanian Underclays
and Related Seat Rocks", Geol. Soc. Acer. Bull.. Vol. 72, no. II, p.
1056, 1961.

CSflSffiaS.
By scanning Figures 19 to 37, one cast »*<* that the variation la
aisusral contest of either an underclay or shale in a slngj.e aoss le ua
great withiu a single pit &v it is frcm pit to pit.

T M e suggests &

cosnes and constent source and similar post depositions! environments.
Those variations tehich are present appear to be due to w r y local
rather than regional factors.
CCA&SR FSACTIOli &HAiYSIS

J&^**J&£^JL*££Se&£&.
ihe

plus 2-aieren fraction, after submersion in jMeecmiacel dis-

tilled water for up to 10 hours, was washed through » 325-neafe <44 micron)
sieve with tap -otter until the discharge water became clear.

The

materia! cm the screen %mss dried, weighed, and the weight percentage
wea calculated.
£oSR.?»Ulg.&

The plus 325-aeah fraction rede up from, 3 to 77 percent of the
underclay.

Binocular anamination revealed that it consisted of clay

pellets, shale particles, ccnodcnts, pol vainer alie segregates, end the
minerals:

quarts, pyrite, nice, rutile, feldspar, gypsum, celcite, and

sircon, in order of decressing sbundsnee. A few grains, thought to be
tounsallne, pyroxene, garnetc, epidote, and apatite, were noted but not
identified positively.

S5
Pallets.

A* sauca 6® 9C percent of the plus 325-sseah fraction

eoaaists of pellet® which are O.C35 - 1.0 asm. in greatest distant ton.
They usually are rounded to subrowtndcd»
uncommon.

Sharp angles and edges ere

Sow® are -nearly spherical, ©there are ovate, smny ere dtsk-

1tkc, and still ©there ere polyhedral (Figures 38, 3f ssd 40).

The

pellets rrs c o r s e t &»d do root break do-vm readily ussdsr raodarate pres
sure»

They all exhibit seme degree of flattening.

Tha color of the

clay pellets usually it close to that of the underclay, medium gray to
dark gray.

Light colored pellets occur ia light gray underclay*s dark

pallet* in dark gray underclay*.

A few pellets arc brown because of

the presence of carbonaceous material.

Soma pellets contain thin carbonaceous bands which often are
transverse to the axis of elongation.

Soa* are characterised by snail

rounded areas of darker clay material distributed at random on the sur
faces of the pellets.

The majority of pellets are homogeneous, but the

surfaces of many are studded with minute pieces of coal and tiny pyrite
and quarts crystals.

The major constituents of the pellets are silicate

clay minerals; the minor constituents are coal, pyrite, and quarts.
All of chase are arranged randomly.

There is no trace of orientation

and no central nucleus.
The pellet content of the underclay is often revealed by etching
e smooth surface with water.

A few drops of water will wash away the

fine-grained clay matrix and permit the pellet structure to be seen
easily with the aid of a stereoscopic microscope.

Under the microscope

the soft matrix appears to have & sugary texture.

Contacts between

Figure 38. Texture, else, and shape of clay pellets In
coarse fraction of Weir-Fittsburg underclay, S.W. k» sec. 2, T. 40 H.,
8. 28 8., Henry County, Missouri. 70X,

Figure 3$. Texture, sise, and shape of clay pallets la
coarse fraction ox Tabo undsrelay, S.£. k, sac, 2, T, 3f M., R. 26 W . f
St. ~7 air County, Missouri. 70S.

Figure 40. Texture, else, and shape of clay pallets In
coarse fraction of Tabo underclay, S.W,
sac. 14, T. 43 H . , R. 25 W.,
Henry County, Missouri.
70X.

pellets end aw&trl* are scarp.

Th® amallaat pallet l* larger than Jibe

soar*eat greIt. ia the matrix.

Sox* pellet?'* have two nearly flat sur

face®, concave or convex aide® and #cds9 and aubangular ecrmrs and
edge®*

The sutacgularity is an original characteristic of the pellets,

not one created by etching {Figure 41).
TKs clay pellets somettees are oriented sr-o that their long axes,

m

aeon on the etched surface, are parallel to one another.

The pallets

theme elves often occur on plane* which m y be bedding or pseudo bedding
planes.
Free clay pellet* ia the pitta 325-meah fraction of tha wetscreened underclays are similar in every respect t© than* seen on an
etched surface.

Clay pellets frost three samples were crushed, dispersed

in distilled water, raounted on glass slides, and analysed with an x-ray
dif free tosaetor.

Fro® the areas under tha <001) peaks of the dlifracto-

meter traces for the four major clay components, the mineral compositions
of the pellets and of the minus 2-micron material were calculated.

The

ill its/kaollnite ratios for pellets and matrix were calculated from the
area under the 10 I and 7 £ peaks.

These ratios for the clay peltate

are very nearly equal to those of the corresponding matrix material, as
shown in Table VII.
A quantitative determination of tha relative abundance of quarts
and clay minerals is difficult because of differing diffraction effects
of these two minerals.

The intensity of the 3.3 A peak on the diffracto

meter trace of an underclay is the sum of the Intensities due to the
3.34 ! peak, of quartz, the 3.37 X peak of kaollnite, and the 3.33 X peak

39

Figure 41. Clay pellet protruding from etched surface of
Tebo underclay.
Mote sharp contact between pellet and matrix.
K.W.
sac. 19, T. 33 H., R. 33 W . , Barton County, Missouri. 90X.
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF CLAY MINERAL AND QUARTZ CONTENT
OF PELLETS AND MATRIX

10A
3.34A
I Peak Q Peak

Peak
Area
Ratios

Loc. 13
WP
upper

matrix

0

37

33

30

1.1

.96

.63

1.5

pellets

0

42

30

28

1.1

.65

*» .38

1.8

Loc. 10
TE
middle

matrix
pellets

0

41

35

24

1.4

.33

.39

0.8

0

44

32

24

1.3

.63

1.04

0.6

Loc. 12
TE
middle

matrix

5

33

26

36

0.8

- .34

.53

0.6

pellets

0

34

21

21

0.5

" .47

.52

0.9

C
X
I
K
Q

-

Chlorite
Mixed-layer clay
Illite
Kaolinite
Quartz

*■.

I
10A

K
7A

■ V:

I/K
C
X
14A 13-10A

I/Q

Peak Areas in
Sq . In .

Percent
Clay Minerals

S amp1e
Description

n
of illite.

Ia order £© arrive at tha intensity contribution to this

peak by quarts, the contributions by the two clay minerals must be
deducted fro® the gross intensity.

Ia conformity with kao-sm relative

Intensities,the Intensity of the 3.33 U Illite peak vaa considered to
0
££
be ©.7 sfent of its 10 A peak, and the intensity of the 3.37 A kaollnite
peak mas tas'kea to be 0.4 of the in tensity of its 7 I! p®ak.

Subtraction

of the sum of these two values from the total intensity of the 3.3 %
teak was taken to yield the intensity of 3.34 % quart* peak.

Istfos of

the 10 X/3.34 ?. peak areas are given in Table VII.
The ratios given in this table indicate that the pellets and their
matrices have about the same mineral, composition.
Folyataeralie Aggregates♦

Another coarse component of the under-

clays are polymineralic aggregates, consisting of quart*, pyrite, mica,
coal, and clay pallets.
matrix.

These aggregates are embedded in a clayey

Usually they are larger than the simple clay pellets.

are 0.5 to 2 was. across.

They

They constitute from 9 to 20 percent of the

coarse fractions, but usually they make up only about 10 percent.

The

materials which make up the aggregates project at random from the sur
face© of the aggregates, giving them a somewhat ragged appearance.

These

aggregates are not as hard as tire clay pellets, for they break down
readily under slight pressure.
Some of the larger aggregates contain clay pellets as well as
pyrite, quarts, mica, and coal.

Under gentle pressure these aggregates

break apart, revealing the presence of pellets and mineral grains in
side.

The matrix material is similar in every respect to the soft

matrix la which eh* pallet© occur.

Why these asgra^mtee »r* si ightty

more resistant than the matrix during tha washing proes** Is sot kssow®.
Preausaafely a ss&all amount c £ binding. material la peasant to ho 14 tha
aggregates together, but tha natur* of tha binding material tu eot
knowa.

The aggregates were tested for the presence of carbonstea with

dilute HCi, hut no affarvescenee was detected.
Shale,

Fragments of shale sake up m relatively snail part of the

coarse fraction of the clays,

the shale fragments usually are mediuas

gray or dark gray, relatively flat, with concaves or convex margins due
to fracture.

Vary thin laminae are c o m » o .

In s o n specimens, this

coaly hands parallel to the laminae, era readily discernible.
Coapdoatt.

Conodonta have been observed to the coarse fractions

of sos** of the underclays.
genera?

These have been assigned to the following

Idiogtuttthodus ?. Fripnifidimi* 51febaESalJ&l» Jd«l£lsa44S«l» *rad

Hindeode1la7.
Quart-g.

Quarts constitutes from 2 to 9© percent of the coarse

fraction of tha underclays, but usually it comprises about 2Q percent
of these rocks.

It occurs in subrounded to subanguiar, usually glassy,

transparent particles, 0.03 to 1.0 mas. across.
in tha undwrclaya than in the underlying shales.

Quarts Is less abundant
Slightly more quarts

is present in the Tebo underclay in Henry County than in Barton County,
but b o systematic variation with geographic position was detected, such
as reported by McMillan7^ in the Nodaway underclay of Kansas, where the
7*1. J. ^Chilian, ’Petrology of tha i’iodaway Underclay (Peaa&ylvanlan), Kansas", Kans. Gaol. Spry. Bull. 119, pt. 6, p. 227, 1956.
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d e t rtta l <£uarts increased aortfcward.
P y rite .
clay®.

Pyrite constitutes about l to l© percent o f the vnrsder-

The T«b© and W eir-P ittsb u rg underclays o f Henry County e sp e c ia lly

arc p y ri& is.

Pyrite la present t u three l ar®* s

ir r e g u la r aggregates, and c y lin d e rs ,

auhedra1 c ry s ta ls ,

In dividual pyrite c ry *te la gener

a l l y are 0,1 to 1,0 sou in g rea te st dimension, although s w
and sm s are la r g e r .

are aatelier

Sessa c r y s t a l* ere pyritohadroas, b»st most o f the®

e x h ib it octahedral and heaaibedral fa c e r.

Unmodified cubes are ra re .

Octahedral developssent ranges fro® tin y tria n g u la r faces on the corners
o f the cubes to unmodified octahedrons.

Pyrite c ry sta ls are ef.tnc.hed

to and Included In c la y aggregates end c la y p e lle t s ,
The irre g u la r aggregates o f p yrite corrwnly ere thin and flake™
lik e and often possess bent or s lig h t ly twisted surfaces.

They u su a lly

are somewhat la rg e r than in d ivid u al p y rite c ry s ta ls and are 0.5 to 1.5
s».

in g rea te st distension.
Cylinders o f p yrite are ra re in tha coarse fraction® .

They

u su ally are 0.2 to 0.3 m . long and about 0.07 to 0,03 ksb, in diameter.
They are characterised by tiny transverse p a r a lle l markings suggestive
o f organic stru ctu res.

Tha sulphur in the pyrite nay h # w corse from

proteins in decaying organic e a tte ra .
ftu tlla .

Buttle is r e la t iv e ly coeaaoe in le v e r Cabaniss underclays.

It con stitutes about l percent o f these clays.

Usually i t occurs as

y e lle d grain s about 0.5 aa®. across, but occasion ally i t occurs in reddish™
brows c ry s ta ls .

Rarely, r u t ile occurs in knee-shaped twins, and tin y

needles o f r u t ile occasion ally occur as inclusions in quarts grain s.
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Stutile fees n*> systematic stratigraphic air geographic variation in
western Missouri.
Wmaovltg.

Muscovite is not an important Dinaralogic®! consti

tuent of Lower Cabaniss underclays or associated shales.

However,

muscovite is soore abundant and somewhat less frayed in tha shales than
in tha underclays.

There appears to be no consistent vertical or

lateral variation in the amount of muscovite in the under clay#.

The

upper portion of the underclays may contain acre or less Muscovite
than the lover portions.
McCnughey^ discussed the muscovite in Ohio underclays and
stated that it is much like that found in present day soils.

The

muscovite flakes are bright and splendent with frayed or turned edges,
and tha flakes vary in siae and thickness, much of it being tha fine
aericite variety.
illite was unknown.
1937. ^

At the time MeCaughey made his study, the term
It was proposed for mica*like clay minerals in

HeCaughey undoubtedly Included illite In his treatment of

mica la argillaceous sediments.
Muscovite ia certain underclays of Illinois is mentioned by
Grim and A l l e a ^ as being vary common, but no description of its*
7

J. MeCaughey, "Miner a logical Examination of Coal-Formation
Clays", in "Coal Formation Clays of Chid", Ohio Gael. Surv. Full. 2§,
4th ser., p. 320, 1923.
7*&. E. Grin, K. li. Bray, and W. F. Bradley, "Mica in Argilla
ceous Sediments", Aaaer. >?ia.. Vol. 22, pp. £13-829, 1937.
E. Gri® and V. T. Allen, ’’Fetrolcgy of Fentssylvanian Under
clays in Illinois”, Geol. Soc. Amur, gull.. Vol. 49, no. 10, p. 1491,
1938.

physical aepocta la give®.
McMillan

78

found variable amounts of muscovite in the 5&»dm*&y

o n d e re la y in Kansas, and d e sc rib e d i t ns o c c u rrin g i a c o lo r le s s to

greenish flak## contain lag occasional I n d u s Iona of s&rco m sssd tossmallne.

E® correlated tha large amounts of muscovite in Qtrn&rsmod County

■with r e l a t i v e l y coarse underclay, but h® d id not r e la t e

the occurrence

with source of sediments ©r weathering history.
Biotite.

Biotit® is «QCOiH»B in Lower Cabaniss ussderelsyts in

western Missouri,
chlorite.

When present, if nsssss to have seise association with

It way be chat tsteh of tha biotite has been altered to chior-

Ita or possibly to mlxed~layer llllte-montsiorillonite.

MeCaughey

79

did

not mention the presence of biotite in Ohio underclays, but in the same
volume, Stout

so

stated that biotite ia present in coat Ohio underclays,

where it occurs as plates and scaly particles varying in miem from
microscopic to that easily discernible to the aye.

Allen8* found green

biotite in underclay of the Ho. 4 coal near Me. Sterling, Illinois, and
correlated its occurrence with high percentages of heavy minerals and
sandy texture.

Since Allen did not find biotite altered to anauxite,7
9
8

78 »fcMillaa,

79
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MeCaughey, Op. clt.

®®Wilbur Stout,
Bull. 2b, 4th ser., p.
31
V. X. Allen,
Underclays of Illinois
1932.

'‘Coal Formation Clays of Ohio” , Ohio Oeol_. Surv.
499, 1923.
Petrographic and Wineralogics1 Study of tha
Coals", Am. Cay, So c . Jour.. Pol. 15, p. 569,

he believed that the weathering was not tropical.
Feldspar.

Feldspar is not common la Lower Cabaniss underclays.

It is more abundant in tha associated shales that* in the underclay*,
but its fragmental character precludes it free being authlganic.
Whether its lesser abundance ia the underclay® is due to greater
decomposition in the underclays or to variations in asaounts of feld
spar in source areas of the two types ©f rock le unknown.
spar* occur throughout the underclays.

The feld

Selective removal by profile

development Is not evident, es the feldspars appear so snore altered
near the coal than at depth In the underclays.
In Ohio underclays, McCaugbey®^ found almost complete absence
of feldspars* and stated chat the potash Mineral la these clays la
Muscovite or sericite (illite).

Allen ®5 found fresh andeaine feldspar

with sharp boundaries in the underclay of the Ho. 7 coal near Chilllcoths,
Illinois, and believed that fresh feldspars were mixed with clay during
deposition.

Subsequent soil forming processes were not intense enough

to affect the feldspars.
In the ISodaway underclay of Kansas, McMillan®* found plagioclasa
to be more common than orthoclaae.

The feldspars are more altered in

the underclay than in the underlying shale, end nearly all grains are
cloudy due to kaolinlsatlon or due to inclusions of sircon, tourmaline,
or both.2

S 2 McCaughey, Op. clt.. p. 522.
®-*Allen, Op. clt.
^Sfcfcillan, Loc. clt.

Other.

Barer constituants of the coarse fraction of the under-

clcye are coal,, gypsum, caleite, alreon, tourmalins, aaphihclo, garnet,
and epidefce.

i^avy fraction Aaalysis
Because the heavy mineral content of tsoac sedimentary recks is
less than one percent, these minor constituents often are not seen in
thin section.

in order to concentrate these rarer constituents,

representative samples of the unhercieya m «

subjected to special

analysis.
ikathed. of Separation of heavy Minerals.

Gee hundred grams of

each sample were dispersed in water, agitated, tamped lightly with a
pestle to brock up coarse pellets, and raagltated several times.

After

the slurry settled for 15 to 20 seconds the clay suspension was decanted.
This process was repeated several times until most of the clay suspen•tion wen removed.

The coarse fraction, usually 15 to 25 grams, was

stirred in tetrsbromathane (sp. gr. 2.95).
8 to 10 hours, the heavy mineral

After a separation time of

fraction was drawn off, filtered, washed

with alcohol, and examined under the stereoscopic and polarising micro
scopes .
Identification and kalatjve Abundance of Heavy Kinersls.
heavy minarala are. In order of decreasing abundances:

The

pyrite, rutile,

zircon, and very minor amounts of tourmaline, aaphibole, and opidote.
The aaall amounts of the three last minerals did not permit positive
Identification to be made by the available means.

Th>s sosst abundant. h#.avy m ineral is p y r i t e .

7© to ©0 percent o i the heavy miner e l f r a c t io n .

I t u s u a lly awskee up
The pyrite sc c a ts &*

In d iv id u a l c r y s t a l s , i r r e g u l a r a g g r e g a t e s , and c y lin d e r s .

Second to pyrite in abundance in the heavy fraction .is rutile.
This Klneral Is present ia nearly all sampler studied, and its abundance
ranges frost 0 to about 25 percent of tha heavy mineral fraction.

The

crystals are ye 11 cm end vary in size frost about C .05 to 0.5 an.
Occc.sionelly rutile ia ia long, prismatic,

translucent crystals ©.©5

to 0.2 rasa, in length and often slightly gray.
Sircon occurs as tiny rcunded raddieh-bro’sra crystals 0.05 to 0,2
west, «ct®4e.

Other minerals in very minor aaeunta ia the heavy fractions are
tourmalins, ajaphibole, and cpidote,
usually
essftill

i.3

Thare constituents s.te presort

very saill crystals, ead their abundances are extremely

CHAPTER V

B P E C T & O G R A P H IC A N D

C H E M IC A L A N A L Y S E S

OF

LOW ER C A B A N I S S

SJffiE R C LATS

SPECT&OGRAPHIC ANALYSES

The distribution of the chemical elements in the Lover Cabaniss
underclays In western Missouri was studied to determine the lateral and
vertical variance, with the hope that this information would assist in
unraveling the origin of the underclays.
Sixty-six samples of underclay and twelve samples of shale
associated with Lower Cabaniss coals were analyzed for chemical elements
by the rapid and relatively inexpensive acts!quantitative spectrographic
method.

Well homogenized samples of the same volume were vaporised in

a d-c arc operated at 10.5-11.5 amperes and 35-45 volts, and tha spec
trum was photographed on Spectrum Analysis Ho. 1 emulsion on 4- x 10inch plates In a Baird Associates 3- meter spectrograph carrying a
mounted grating ruled with 15,000 lines per inch.

The plates were

analyzed by Miss Mabel E. Phillips of the Missouri Geological Survey
on a Jarrell and Ash type comparator-densitometer.
made for eaeh sample:

Four exposures were

0.5 minute* i.O minute, 2 minute* and again 2

minute.
The lines used for comparison are given in Table VIII.
IX, X, and XI the analyses are given.

In Tables

In these tables, the analyses are

grouped according to the material analyzed and In geographical sequence
according to the loealltiaa from which the samples ware obtained, from
southwestern Barton County to northeastern Henry County.
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TABLE VIII
EMISSION LINES USED IN SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES
Element
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryl 1ium
Bismuth
Boron
Cadmium
CalcIum
Chromium
Cobalt
Colusabium
Copper
Germanium
Iron
Lead
Lithium
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Phosphorus
Silicon
Silver
S trontium
Tantalum
Thallium
Tin
Titanium
Tungs ten
Vanadium
Zinc
Zirconium

Symbol
A1
Sb
As
Ba
Be.
Bi
B
Cd
Ca ■
Cr
Co
Cb
Cu
Fe
Pb
Li
Mg
Mn
Hg
Mo
Ni
P
Si
Ag
Sr
T&
T1
Sn
Ti
W
V
Zn
Zr

Wave Length in A. U.
3082.155 and 3092.713
2877.915 and 2598.062
2456.53
3071.591
3321.343, 3321.031, and
3067.716 and 2897.975
2496.778 and 2497.733
3403.653, 3466.201, and
3158.869 and 3179.332
3593.488
3453.505 and 3465.800
3094.183 and 3225.479
3247.540 and 3273.962
3039.064
3020.640 and 3021.073
2833.069
3232.61
2852.129
2794.812, 2798.271, and
2536.519
3132.594, 3170.347, and
3414.765 and 3492.956
2534.01
2881.578
3280.683 and 3382.891
3380.711 and 3464.457
3311.162
2767.87 and 3229.75
2839.989
3088.025
3300.820, 3311.382, and
3183.406, 3183.982, and
3345.020 and 3302.588
3391.975 and 3438.230

3321.086

3467.656

2801.064
3193.973

3326.190
3185.396
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The analyse* show chat tha major constituents of the clays and
•hales detected by th« spectrograph are:
magnesium, and iron.

silicon, aluminum, titanium,

Manganese, calcium, chromium, vanadium, slrconlum,

copper, nickel, cobalt, boron, and lead are always present in small but
variable amounts.

Silver, molybdenum, tin, barium, strontium, sad

phosphorus were detected in some samples and traces of gallium and
lithium were detected ia only three samples.

Arsenic, antimony,

bismuth, cadmium, mercury, beryllium, germanium, thallium, tantalum,
celumblum, and tungsten were sought but not detected.
Since the photographic film used ia insensitive to the strongest
liaea of sodium and potassium, these elements ware determined with a
fleam photometer, and tha results are presented in Table XIV.
The moat abundant elements of clay minerals are oxygen, hydrogen,
silicon, and aluminum.

Titanium ia a minor constituent of many d a y s

and shales,and its presence in tha analysed samples was known because
microscopic examination had revealed tha presence of approximately
l percent of the titanium dioxide mineral, rutile.

Tha analyses indicate

that titanium Is independent of either stratigraphic or regional control.
The presence of titanium suggests that the Lower Csbsnlss underclays
.
$5
have not bean subjected to intense leaching.
The presence of magnesium in the underclays of western Missouri
was expected because magnesium-bearing illite, chlorite, and mixed-layer3
5

35

J. W. Huddle and S. H. Patterson, "Origin of Pennsylvanian
Underclays and Related Seat Socks”, Ceol. Soc. Anar. Bull.. Vol. 72,
no. 1 1 , p. 1636, 1961.
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clay minerals had been found by an. x-rfly diffraction technique.

Xha

spectxogrsphic analyse® indicate that its abundance is Independent of
stratigraphic end regional control.
Iron in the fore of limonlt* and pyrite had been identified
Microscopically.

It nay also be present in sene of the clay minerals,

and it certainly is present ia some of the detrital minerals.

The high

iron content of the Tebo (IS, 20) and Heir-"Pittsburg (IS, 17, 17b) under*
clays in Henry County is due to a local increase in pyrite.
Traces of calcium were detected in most, but not all, of the
samples of underclay.

At three localities (5a, 12, 19) the calcium

content of the Tebo underclay increases downward.
(19c) it increases upward.

At one locality

The calcium content of the Weir*Pittsburg

underclay increases downward at three localities (1, 3, 8) end upward
st none.

This downward Increase of calcium in thsss underclays suggests

transference of calcium to lower sones.

The calcium content of tha Tebo

and W«ir*Pittsburg underclays showed no significant variation areally.
Manganese was observed to vary from "faint trace" to "minor
component".

Although a slight upward increase ia manganese was noted

in the Tebo underclay at Locality 2b, a downward increase at Locality
6 and a alight downward increase ia the Weir* Pi itsburg underclay at

Locality 17, no consistent variation either vertically or areally was
noted.
Vertical and regional variations in tha minor elements in the
underclays and shales also were sought but not detected.

F L A ® PHOTOMETER ANALYSES FOR SODIUM AND POTASSIUM

The sod lira. and potassium contents of the tindercleys and associated
shales ware determined by the f l a m photometer method of Shapiro and
gfe
Srennock.
Seventeen samples wears analysed and the results ere pre
sented in Table XII.

Sodium exhibits no tendency to vary either strati*

graphically or areally, but potassium is n o n abundant in the top than
in the bottom of the underclays et 5 of the 6 localities from which
samples were selected.

The principal potassium-bearing mineral of the

underclays is illite. end at 5 of the 6 localities illite Is more abun
dant in the upper sons than in the lower, although ia general it
exhibits no preferred distribution.
These analyses are in agreement with those of Grin and Allen,
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who found potassiua to be more abundant in the top than ia the bottom
of Illinois underclays at 7 out of 10 localities, while in three the
reverse was true.

McMillan®8 found potassium to be more abundant in the

top portion of the Hod*way underclay of Kansas st 4 localities out of 8
and more abundant in the underclay than in the underlying shale at 3
localities.
The greater abundance of potassium in the upper parts of tha*
8

®®L. Shapiro and W. tf. Braanock, ''Rapid Analysis of Sillcats
hocks", U.S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. 1036-C, pp. 19*56, 1956.
®*R. 2. Grim and V. T. Allan, "Petrology of Pennsylvanian Under
elays of Illinois’*, Gaol. Soc. Amur. Bull.. Vol. 49, no. 10, pp. 1485*

88if. J. McMillan, "Petrology of the Hodowey Underclay (Pennsyl
vanian), Kansas", Kansas Geol. Surv. Bull. 119, pt. 6 , p. 232, 1956.
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TABLE XII
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o o m m i s o ® OF S O W AMI p o t a s h c o n t e n t o f t e b o a n d
WigIR- PITTS BURG UNDERCLAYS WITH
THEIR ILLITE CONTENT

X Illite

upper
middle
lower

0.19
0.12
0.08

1.51
1.49
1.53
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T®b®

upper
middle
lower

0.08
0.15
0.12

1.22
1.06
0.98

.. 28
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middle
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0.13
0.15
0.20

3.97
3.61
3.73
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36
39
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middle
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0.19
0.11
0.15
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3.56
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8
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|

| Na20

17

W®Ar“PI£tsburg

upper
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0.10
0.09

2.80
2.74
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49

17b

Wc Ir Pi 1t® bur g

upper
Middle
lower

0.16
0.08
0.10

3.27
3.31
2.89

52
48
44

underclays has bean explained by os-sussing that;
AA

all their potassium from the soil balo»j

1 ) growing plants obtain

2 ) extraction of potassium

from the soil prodaces partially degraded illite as the potassiums is
transferred to the plants

3) as plant material ia destroyed and

accumulated to fora coal, the potassium is removed from the plant
material and transferred back to the soil, which now becomes underclayi
4) potassium ion® reenter the degraded illite and take up their normal
position® on the basal planes between unit layers again to form normal
illitao

Grim

9i

reported that some potassium also can be fixed by

sontssor 11 Ionite and by vermiculite.

Lower Cabaniss underclays are

notably lacking ia discrete montmorilIonite, but this clay mineral
does occur in significant amounts interlayered with illite.

Vermicul

ite occurs sparingly In these underclays, but it is more abundant in
the upper than in the lover portions of these clays.
This explanation does not imply that the same amount of potassium
was restored to the underclay as was removed.

The potassium now present

in the underclay is that which tha Illite, montmorilIonite, and venslculite were able to retain or fix.

Potassium la excess of that fixed

by these clay minerals was carried off in solution.

Although potassium

Bankas* and G. Sahaaa, Geochemistry (University Chicago
Press, 1949), p. 442.
*>W. 0 . Keller, “Clay Minerals as Influenced by Environments of
their Formation", Am. Aaaoc. Petrol. Geol. Bull.. Vol. 40, no. 11, p.
2703, 1956.
^
S. Grin, Clav Mineralogy (Mew York:
1953), p. 153.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
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was reached fend fixed In the upper pert of the underclays, local por
osity and permeability variations any have permitted potassium ions to
be freed in the lower parts of the underclays.

If illite were deposited

at a faster rate than the plants could remove the potassium, any part
of the underclay night have more potassium than either that above or
below.

These nschanlsms may account for the higher concentrations of

potassium in ths lower parts of underclays at certain localities.

CHEMICAL AMALTSKS FOR CARBON DI0XIB2, PHOSPHORUS, AMD S0LFHU&
Samples upon which the ceramic tests ware conducted were analysed
for carbon dioxide, phosphorus, and sulphur.

Results of these analyses

are presented in Table XIII.
The carbon dioxide content of Lover Cabaniss underclays generally
is less than 0.19 pereeat, but in two samples it was more than one per
cent.

The carbon dioxide is present in both organic matter and in

small amounts of carbonate minerals in the underclays.
The phosphorus content of Lover Cabaniss underclays also is
usually less than 0.10 percant, but in 5 of the 17 samples it was
greater.

It is present chiefly ia organic complexes.

The phosphorus

content of the Tebo underclay Is somewhat greater in Henry County than
in other geographic areas.
The sulphur content of the 17 samples of underclays varied from
0.21 to 8.74 percent, but generally it is present in quantities less
than 2.00 percent.

Sulphur is contained principally in pyrite, with

minor amounts la organic matter and gypsum.

Ths sulphur content of

Ill

TARLE XIII
COMPARISON OF C09 , P, AND S CONTENT OF MINERAL,
TESO, AND WEIR-PITTSBURG UNDERCLAYS

Total Sulphur as S

co?

MI 9
Ml 15

0.54
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0'
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o
o

Phosphorus as
P
p2<>5

Lee « No.

0.017
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1.97

TE
TE
TE
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.TE
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6
5
2
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3.6 3
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0.0 9
0.04
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0.05

0.007
0.02 1
0.036
O.OoG
0.41 9
0.365
0.154
0,046
0.168

0.013
0.048
0.082
0.137
0.960
0.336
0.3 52
0.104
0.383

0.93'
0.50
0.21
8.19
3.07
2.67
3.75
8.74
"1 -37

WP
WF
WP
WP
WP
WP

I
8
■
*
*
■1
16
1?
I3

0.02
0.01
0.07
1 .34
0.97
0.03

0.057
0,059
0.306 ■
0.052
0.025
0.015

0.131
0.135
0.701
C. 120
0.057
0.033

0.50
0.28
3.36
1.57
i .69
t .74

U2
the Tebo end Weir-Fittsburg undercley* le higher In Henry County then
ia area* to the southwest, which le consistent with tha greeter abun
dance of pyrite in these underclays in Henry County.
The carbon dioxide, phosphorus, end sulphur content of Lower
Cabaniss underclays in Missouri is siailar to the abundance of these
three constituents in plastic underclays of Kansas

92 MeMiilan, On. clt,. p. 214.

®-*Stout, O p . clt.. p. 374.
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93
and in Ohio.9
2

CHAPTER V I

0X3T&IBS2TIOS CF HIKEKAL8 IX LOWER GAERKISS UKD2.8.CLAT3
124 RSLRTZOH TO G&OWQIC STRUCimS

In order to dataroinc if tha mineral content of Lower Cabaniss
underclays is related to geologic structures ia western Missouri^ varia
tion* In clay ainerals and in coarse components of tha underclay ware
plotted in relation to the geologic structures of these deposits.

If

the West-central salient were tectonically active during the tiaa of
deposition and formation of the underclays, tha underclays would either
become coarser toward the West-central salient es a response to acre
active deposition, or certain clay minerals would be sore predominant
nearer the structure in response to environmental factors in a tecton
ically active source area.
Sufficient data were lacking for the Mineral underclay, sc
attention la hara directed to the Weir-Pittsburg and Tebo underclays.
The variation diagrams arc presented in Figures 42 to 45.

In these

diagrams the clay mineral content ia the average of all samples of an
underclay at one locality.

These diagrams show some variation in the

abundance of clay minerals frost locality to locality but no relationship
between this variation and geologic structures.
Because pyrite is not allogenic, its distribution is unrelated
to structural variations at the tine of sedimentation, and, therefore,
tha weight percentages of the plus 323-aesh material were corrected for
their pyrite content.

As in the case of the clay mineral variation,

tha variation in the quantity of tha plus 325-mesh material is unrelated
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Figure 42. Relation of clay mineral content of Weir-Pittsburg underclay to structure
along a structural profile from southwestern Barton County to northeastern Henry County.
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Figure 43. Relation of clay mineral content of Tebo underclay to structure along a
structural profile from southwestern Barton County to northeastern Henry County.
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Figure 44. Relation of coarse component (plus 325-mesh material, less pyrite) of
Weir-Pittsburg underclay to structure along a structural profile from southwestern Barton
County to northeastern Henry County.
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to structure*
fhe general uniform distribution of clay ninerals and the general
uniform finances of both the Weir-Pittsburg aad Tebo underclays suggest
that tha West-central salient vas not tectonically active during
Cabaniss tine.

They also indicate that the development of the north

west -southeast treading folds had little effect on the petrology of
the underclays, sod generally suggest that Cabaniss ties was a period
of relative stability.

CHAPTER VII
THEORY OP ORIGIN OF LOWER CABANISS UHC-RaCLAYS

GENERAL SZATCMEHT

The cm waan association of coal and underclay, th* soncentrat ion
of iron and calcium in the lower pox tions ©nd potaesiu© ia the upper
portion© of underclays, and the. frequent occurrence of fossil rootlets
it* the wadercleys, have been considered strong evidence that underclays
represent soils which supported coal-forcing plants.

Lack of relation

ship between the thickness of coal and the thickness of underclay, lack
of soil profiles in the underclays, and lack of stlgcsariaa underclays
in local areas, have been considered by others as evidence against tha
“soil" theory.

Data accumulated In this study stay now he evaluated In

regard to tha possible origin of the Lover Cabaniss underclays.

SOURCE OF CLAY

Lover Pennsylvanian sedivs-nts of the Interior Lowland thicken
considerably southward from the Pennsylvanian shelf area of Kansas and
Missouri.

Tha thickening is most rapid in tha Pennsylvanian geosyn-

clinal areas of southern Arkansas and southern Oklahoma.

These sedi-

^ J . M. Weller, “Cyclic Sedimentation of the Pennsylvanian
Period and its Significance'’, Jour. Geol.. Vol. 36, no. 2, p. 122,
1930; J. W. Huddle and J. H. Patterson, “Origin of Pennsylvanian
Underclays and Related Seat Rocks”, Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull.. Vol. 72,
no. 11, p. 1648, 1961} Otto Stutser and A. C. Hoe, Geology of Coal.
(U. of Chicago Press, 1940), p. 145.
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mants also thicken ry>rtira«rd fro® the shelf area Into the Forest City
baa in of northeastern Kansas, southeastern Nebraska, northwestern
fit

Missouri, and southwestern Iowa.

The increase ia thickness is

accosEpaaied by Increase in coarseness of sediments and la the propor
tion of continental to isarlne deposits.

These Increases indicate that,

during Sariy Pennsylvanian time, there vara land areas to the south,
which furnished the bulk of the Pennsylvanian sediments > 8lever and
Potter9^ have shown that i o n of tha sediments vara darlvad fro* tha
cratoa north of the Forest City basin.

Tha Nemaha Ridge of Sanaa*,

Nebraska, and Iowa, a prominent land mass in pre-Pennsylvanian time, was
low during Early Pennsylvanian (Cherokee) time, because only a very
small quantity of coarse-grained erkosic sediments occurs et the base
of the section adjacent to this ridge.

The Lover Pennsylvanian

Cherokee Group consists primarily of black end grey shales with only
vary minor amounts of sand and vary little arkoae.

97

At tha present time, Pennsylvanian rocks of the Interior Lowland
ere confined to structural basins vhere they have been protected from
go

erosion, but originally they covered much of the Interior Lowlands,
for outliers scattered over a wide area are far removed from the main*
8
7
6
9

^Wallace Lee, "The Stratigraphy and Structural Development of the
Forest City Basin in Kansas", Kanaaa Geol. Surv. Bull. 51, p. 13, 1943.
96

a. Slaver and P. S. Potter, "Source of Basel Pennsylvanian
Sediments in the Eastern Interior Basin, Pt. 2. Sedimentary Petrology",
Oour. Gaol.. Fol. 64, no. 4, pp. 331-333, 1956.
97Lee, 0o. clt.. p. 82.
98 Phil ip B. King, The IjffJSgft&£& Si Middle jg£££k
(Princeton Uaiv. Press, 1951), p. 34.

in
©ccurrat>.c«®,

Tha greet thickness ©£ sediments t© the scuth attest.® to

the greeter deposition ©f Lower Femaylvantan sediments it. the g*©»
eyr.icliR«l areas than on ths shelf.

In the gsosymclinec sedimeatattem

was contioucns over long periods, while on the shelf it v&s cyclical.

On the shelf the succession consists of extensive, thiu beds vhlch teust
have been deposited ©a a surface of low relief, vber® deposition vaa
slow and occurred under conditions which were nearly constant over long
periods of tine.

The older a true terms upon which the tedisseate wars

deposited had very little expression as surface features,

the southward

thickening and coarsening of detritus indicate that the sediaseatfc were
derived from eroded areas within erogenic belts that were defence-2 during,
the Wichita orogeny in Late Kississlppian end Early Fenasylvanian tia**.
In the Arkansas basin, aavs IS.iXJ© feet of sediments of Early Peansylvanian (Atckaa and Desasoineslan) age are present; but in northern
Oklahoma end Missouri these strata thin to about 5€>G feet.

While the

Wichita orogeny took place in the south, the Oxark Dome was uplifted in
the north, and its surface remained close to sea level, sometimes above,
sometimes below, throughout the i*snn*yivanian period.

The Cxark Douse

supplied only minor amounts of sediment to the shelf areas, and event
ually Feansyivanian sediments covered most, if not all, of the dome.
The area now known as the Cuachitas was still a highland during most of
this period, but the Ouachita syncliraorium developed a little later,

AA
during Allegheny time.*

G. Cheney, “History of the Carboniferous Sediments of MidContinent Oil Field", An. Assoc. Petrol. Geol. Bull., 7ol. 13, ac. 6,
p. 576, 1929.
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ACCUMULATION OF CLAY

Material* released by weathering in the Ouachita highlands, in
eratonic areas north of the Forest City basin, and in the Ozark Doate
area, gave rise to clay minerals, the composition of which was governed
by parent material, degree of leaching, temperature, and vegetation.
Some of the original ainerele were decomposed where leeching progressed;
some changed to alkali- or alkaline-earth-bearing clays where leaching
was absent; others in equilibrium with the weatherlag environment were
unchanged ia conposition.

Clay mineral components so derived ware

deposited as a detrital mixture of illite, kaollnite, mixed-layer
lllite-montaorllloaite, end chlorite, together with variable amounts of
quarts, rutile, slrcoa, end other minor accessories on low, flat, swampy
coastal areas which ware subject to alternate drying and flooding.
Weaver1®® has stated that:

”1) no particular clay mineral la

restricted to a particular environment; illite, montmor11Ionite, end
mixed-layer iilite-montaorlllonlte can occur la abundance, frequently
es the only clay minerals present, in any of the major deposit ions 1
environments; 2) kaollnite ia dominant mainly in fluvlatlls environments
although it occurs in abundance in ell environments; 3) chlorite is
seldom if ever e dominant clay mineral; nonmarlna shales are seldom
moaominerallc...... Those date indicate that 1) aa a whole, clay minerals0

l00C. B. Weaver, "A Discussion on tha Origin of Clay Minereis in
Sedimentary Bocks", in Clay* and Clay Mi nereis. Edited by A. -Swine-ford.
Nat. Acad. Scl. - Nat. Bes. Council, Pub. 566, p. 160, 1958.
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do not originate In to to in their depositions! environment, and 2)
generally they are not strongly modified by the depositional environment.'*
According to Weaver, clay minerals ere chiefly detrital In origin and
reflect the character of the source area.

They are not as such subject

to diagenstle change as cojxsnonly believed.
The Lover Cabaniss underclays in western Missouri lack soil pro
files which would have been developed under Intense or even moderate
weathering.

The minerals of the underclays:

Illite, kaollnite, mixed-

layer illite-montisorilionite, and chlorite-verraiculite, are those
expected in soils formed under mild weathering conditions.

The parent

materin1 upon which these slid weathering processes acted probably was
not too much unlike the underclay Itself and may have been similar to a
shale.

The similar mineral content of the underclays and underlying

shales suggests that both were derived from the same parent material,
probably a fine-grained sediment, from the same land areas and formed
under the same weathering conditions.

Illite is the dominant clay

mineral in the whole pre-Pennsylvanian marine Paleozoic section from
which Pennsylvanian sediments were derived.

In accordance with Weaver,

It is no wonder that illite is the main mineral in Pennsylvanian clays
and shales.

C&IGUi OF PELLETS

Tha presence of clay pellets la Lower Cabaniss underclays has
been discussed.

Clay pellets in sedimentary rocks often are attributed

to faecal origin, but the irregular shapes of those in Lower Cabaniss
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underclays preclude tbli origin,

The Ltek of concentric structures

indicates Shat tha pallets «r« rasa concretion*,

The isiesrelegies!

slailnrity between the clay pellets and tha clay matrix in which they
are found suggests that tha clay pallets era syageaetie.

Their shapes

suggest that the clay latariii, deposited on low, flat, coastal areas
subject to drying, was broken Into snail desiccation polygons as the
mud cracked.

Whan tha desiccated areas were flooded again, the poly*

genet particles were set free, broken, sad transported.

Bering trans-

portion, which probably was only over short distances, the rigid clay
places were reduced in sirs sad rounded by attrition to fora pellets which
wire deposited with clay of identical composition, quarts, and other clas
tic materials.

The fine-grained abrasion products could have been de

posited as part of the matrix in which the pellets are embedded, the
coarser particles forming baffles to permit the finer particles to settle
between them, especially as the mater subsided.

Tha flattened shapes of

the pellets are believed to have been Inherited from the original desic
cation polygons.

Pellets with long axes aligned parallel to bedding may

have been deposited that way, but pressure from overlying beds may have
elded la producing the orientation.
underclays.

Oriented pellets era rare la these

Sore commonly, tha pellets are randomly distributed and

corns are In an edgewise position, as though they were trapped in their
descent through a viscous mud.

A factor which may account for part of

tha random distribution of the clay pallets is root action of coal
forming plants.

enlarging roots undoubtedly disturbed pellets and other

constituents of the soil and shifted them short distances both laterally
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end v e r t i c a l ly , thereby destroying say alignment the p e lle t s tsay have
had.

The occurrence ox she c la y p e lle t s in a l l part* o f else underclays

suggests that the o r ig in a l underclay m aterial probably was deposited in
se v e ra l sta g e s, separated by short periods o f oasergenes daring which
soon types o f p le a ts were perraitted to grow.

The roots o f these p i suits

coaid have beets active in d isp la c in g the cln y p a lle t s .

These p leats

did not aecussulat® to fons coal, because they war© destroyed during Che
esargeot scagas.

During each emergent sta g e , eose* drying o f the c la y

cook p la c e , c la y polygons vers, formed and lstar transported and deposited

during the next subaergent stage.
The surface ©f the rock raatarlal upon which the pellets cad other
elastics were deposited probably mis a soft water“laden clay in which
some of the pellets end other clastic particles became imbedded to
varying degrees 2nd with random orientations.

This accounts for the

random distribution and orientation of the pellets as now observed In
the underclays.

Quarts and other detrital mineral grains new observed

in thej pellets era believed to have been present in the original clay
polygons.
Other students of underclays have observed pellets in these
deposits and have accounted for their occurrence in various ways.
McC&ughsy101 observed pellets about the atxe of send grains in Ohio
underclays and found them to be composed of quarts, scricita, and clay.

J . sacCavgfeey, "Mineralogical Examination of Coal Formation
Clays", ig. "Coal Formation Clays of Ohio", Ohio Geol. bury. Bull. 26,
4th ser., p. 521, 1923.

Es believed that they %&ar© transported ilk© s&tsd grain®.
102
ill eta
found peii«r.s Is cartel© under clay© in Illinois to have
© random distribution end to b* flattened.

He believed thsis t© be asde

up of fceidcllitt, quartz end other minerals, end postulated that they
were formed by the sc tier, of water during the deposition*! stage.
SScMillan^®^ noted that la the hodawsy underclay of Kansas pellets
take up as much as $3 percent of the coarse fractions of the sanplee,
©ad postulated two possible ways lu which such -pellets could fore.:

1)

colloidal silica In the swamp .sight bind the constituents into pellets:
end 2) sand* and mud-eating worms could have deposited the material as
faecal pellets, the gaseous-like organic setter perhaps bound the com
ponents of the pellets until di&genetlc processes fossilized thesis.

POST OBFOb1TI0KAL CHAKGEi

The original detrital clay material which formed the L m s r
Cabaniss underclays consisted of illite, kaollnite, mixed-layer clay,
quarts, zircon, rutile, chlorite, ntscovite, biotite, feldspar, and
very minor amounts of tourmaline, pyroxene, garnet, awpklbole, and*
0
1

102V. T. Allen, "Petrographic and Mineralogical Study of the
Underclays of the Illinois Coals", Anar. Car. Soc. Jour.. Vol. 15, no.
10, p. 371, 1932.
103Hi. J. he Mil lan, "Petrology of the Nodawey Underclay (Pennsyl
vanian) , Kansas", Bans. Geol. Surv. Bull. 119, pt. 6, p. 213 and p. 235,
1956.
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epidote, sasse of it ia pel late, soase ia the matrix.

It was upon this

heterogeneous mixture of sedimentary ksatarial that plants cook hold and
grew, probably first during slight emergent stages, and then later sad
more abundantly during submerged conditions.

Mild soli-forming pro

cesses and plant-sustaining subtractions of mineral matter from the
soil acted together during the short emergent stages} out when submerged
conditions took over, subserial processes stopped, while plants contin
ued to extract certain ingredient* from the soil under waterlogged con
ditions.

in such a waterlogged environment where air was excluded and

free percolation restricted, root development was limited to the upper
part of the clay.

Plants which could flourish under conditions of this

type grew, their roots peaetrsted into the clay, and swamps developed.
A paludal environment was created,which did not permit tha influx of
coarse sediment but only that of colloidal or star colloidal slse.
If tha underclay had baen subjected to Intense weathering or
laterltlc processes subsequent to its deposition, pyrite, organic
matter, and chlorite would have been destroyed and kaollnite would have
been more abundantly developed.

The genaral predominance of illite ia

the underclays precludes laterltlc or intease weathering processes for
ths development of the mlnersloglcel characteristics.

The very sparse

development of vemlculite in tha Lower Cabaniss underclays suggests
that a mild type of weathering under waterlogged conditions was operative
early la post-depositions! stages.
Wherever the clay soil was waterlogged, vegetable debris accusau-

lafced «nder water end underwent slew bscterlal decay.
terra released and acted upon the clay soil.

Organic compounds

The leeching -activated by

these substances lender waterlogged conditions took piece generally
laterally and upward.

Clay occurritig balov the hum*® probably prs»

vented teach downward migration of ions and chelated compounds, but ths
downward iacre&so of calcium in several localities (TE IS, T.S 20, WP 1,
WP 3, and WP S) suggests that some downward 1caching vee operative.

Whers diffusion vas responsible for migration, ions moved from regions
of high te regions of lev eoncastrstion.
Leaching vas act everywhere of the terns intensity in ell parts
of a swap, but probably varied fro® place to place according to the
amount and concentration of organic compounds produced during th*
destruction of humus.

This variation would be dependent upon the type

and quantity of vegetal debris, the type cad population of bacteria
available to decompose the humus, and temperature.

Fresh rain water

felling on the surface of the smssap would tend to flash «v*y any
sequestered metal Iona which Had diffused upward toward the surface of
the water, provided that the Increased amounts of water would be per
mit ted to overflow the swamp lowland.

It is not expected that overflow

currents would develop after each rainfall from all parts of the swamp,
and in many cases the increased water would serve only to dilute the
medium into which more ions could diffuse.

Influx of fresh water would

also raise the pB of the swamp water by dilution, which would favor
bacterial growth and decay.

US

The ssdutlca of sir tr<m a waterlogged clay aass, overlain by
organic debris, would fever the crtatisc of e reducing envIromaus in
which ferric compounds w u l d be reduced to ferrous compounds.

T’ader

such conditions, iron and hydrogen -sulphide rel©*®*d into solo-tier
during the decay processes v»ouid fora sc iron sulphide, like pysrit*.
Thus,the presence of pyrite end pert of the gray color of ths underclay*
can be accounted for.
vironment ,

Since revetsite, typically forced in an acid en

urns net found in the Lover Cabaniss underclays, a neutral

or alkaline envirormtnt It; suggested.

Such a waterlogged aon-cj-.idising

environsasnt also wwuld be favorable to the preservation of organic
meteris! in the underclays.

the presence of organic materials end

pyrite in the underclay* point® to a negative Eh in the deposits both
during and after deposition.
Silicon-accumulator plants,105 such as Calami tee, vhiefe wtra
abundant In Pennsylvanian swamps, also may have contributed to tha fornation of small £taounts of kaollnite by reducing the silicon-alussirasas
ratio* of the clays.

On the other hand, alvseimca-accumulator plants,

such as Slalllarta and Leoidodandroo. of Pennsylvanian swamp®, ©ay have
removed large quantities of aluminum frees the soil.

Is a result, the

development of additional kaollnite probably was ratarded.

York:

10*W. E. Ford, A Textbook of Mineralogy.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1948), p. 434.

Potassium*

4th edition.

(Sew

105J, W. Huddle and S. H. Patterson, "Origin of Pennsylvanian
Underclays and Related Seat Rocks", Ceol. Soc. Aster. Bull.. Vol. 72,
no. 11, p. 1651, 1961.
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Accumulator plants extracts*! potassium from the illite of the underclays
during growth stages, thereby producing degraded illite.

Later whsn

plant material was decomposed, potassium removed from the plant debris
vas transferred back to the degraded illite to fora normal illite.
Eecent studies by Bailey and others1"®^ indicate that some of the illite
in Staatoa shales and underclays in northeastern Missouri and southeastern and central lows has yielded low ages by K-Ar methods, possibly
as a result of reorganisation and X-fixation in degraded structures
over a long period of tine.

Their results, if correct, possibly rosy be

applied to Lower Cabaniss underclays.
Spectrographic analyses, presented in Tables XX, X, and XI, show
that titanium ia consistently present in Lower Cabaniss underclays.
These analyses sre in agreement with the percentages of rutile observed
by microscopic methods.

Rutile was observed as very small, brown, pris

matic crystals with rounded ends, which must ba detrital; and ae large,
yellow, euhedral crystals, which suggest that leaching and reerystallioatioa processes were operating in tha underclays.

The total rutile con

tent in the underclays is estimated at about 1.0 percent.

Slight varia

tions in the amount of rutile from place to place, particularly in the
abundance of the euhedral grains, suggests that lntrs-clay solutions
leeched titanium ions from titanium-bearing components, such as the d a y
allicetea, and red*posited them «a euhedral rutile in the interstices.1
0

10*3. W. Bailey, F. M. Hurley, H. H. Feirbalrn, end Yf. H. Flnaon,
Jr., "K-Ar Dating of Sedimentary Iliito Polytypes", Geol. Soc, Aamr.
M U . . Vol. 73, no. 9. p. 11*9, 1991.
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The chief Isichhbla titanium-bearing miner* 1 present probably was illite.
Because rutile Is highly resistant to clvsssic*! weathering, as Indicated
by its dafrltei occurrence. It probably contributed little to the second
ary rutile observed.

The presence of .secondary rutile suggests that

intra-clay solutions were only very slightly acid or alkaline at the

time of forastion of this mineral.
Vermieulite of soils char sc tor 1st leal ly ia developed diagarsati-

cally by the alteration of micas, including illite,
develops fro® biotite.

107

but usually it

During tha alteration of biotite to versatculite,

an intersaiediete varmiculite-biotite. stag® is formed.

103

in Cower

Cabaniss underclays, verr-iculita is cot cessaoa, but it ie thought that
tha vermlcullte has formed as a dia^enetle alteration product of biotite.

Chlorite often is deposited as an original sedimentary consti
tuent of clays.

However, sotss of the chlorite in clay deposits'. has

formed by the alteration of biotite, particularly where drainage is
good,

ia addition, chlorite, can form dlsgenetically from iliito, If

we accept ths reported occurrence in the sediments of Chesapeake
Bay. 109

The bulk of the chlorite in Lower Caban 1st? underclays probably
L. Jicksor., "Frequency Distribution of Clay tliberals in

Major Great Soil Groups as Belated to the Factors of Soil Forraetion",
ia Cl&va And Clay lliner&la. Suited by A. Swicsford. Hat. Act.d, 3ci. Hat. lies. Council, Monograph 2, p . 133, 1959.
R. Frysinger, "Caclon Exchange Behavior of VermiculitaPioriSc Mixtures", in Citya cad Cjjaj; Minerals. Edited by A. Swj,j>eford.
Nat. Acad. fcci. - Nat. Raa. Council, Monograph 9, p. 116, 1960.
ICS

M. C. Powers, "AdJustaent of Clays to Chemical Change and tha
Concept of. the Equivalence J-evel", in Clays and Clay Mineral a. Edited
by A. Svine ford. Nat. Acad. Set. - Nat. Rea. Council, Monograph 2,
p. 309, 1959.
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is datrital, but ssosae of the chlorite may have formed by the alteration
of biotite under ths action of svssap waters,

During disgeaesis, intra

clay solutions could cause the resaoval of mcgnesia ions froas ths brucit*
layer of the chlorite present and permit ths development of small amounts
of vermicullte and mixed-layer clay.
Although much of the mineral change took place while the organic
matter was accumulating, the action of the products of organic decay
did not cease when accumulation stopped.

Mineral changes continued as

coalification began, but diegenetic changes during coalification are
thought to have been less prominent than those occurring during the
peat accumulating stage.

During coalification, some further decay of

plant material continued, and certain cations, particularly potassium,
seem to have been treaeferred bach into the underclay.

However, large

amounts of cations also were diffused upward toward the surface of the
water to areas of lover concentrations and carried away.

Vltrlnlsed

organic material, still present in the underclays, is believed to have
formed during that part of the coalifIcation process which was in
augurated by compaction of overlying sediments, end, therefore, the
vitrain is considered to be a product of post-diagenetic change.
Other post-deposittonal effects are the formation of siderita,
oil cite, llstonite end gypsum in the underclays.

After the underclays

were uplifted, they were subjected to the action of groundweter end
weathering.

Groundwater, moving along fractures, deposited slderlte

and calotte in the underclays.

ilmonlte, principally filling voids in
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the underclays, was foroed by the oxidation of pyrite, a process which
also yielded sulphuric acid,

this acid leached calcium out of tha rocks

forming calcium sulphate, which groundwater carried through tha clays
to form gypsum.
A common post-depositions! feature of the Lower Cabaniss under
clays is slickensiding.

The extent of slickenslding is quite variable

even within the seme strip pit.

Scfettltx**® attributed slickensiding in

underclays to compaction of a looae, waterlogged sediment, and believed
the process to be related to the content of organic matter and clay
material.

Huddle and Patterson*1* stated that "slickensides In under

clays are generally ascribed to compaction associated with the decay
and compression cf plant roots and dewatering of argillaceous seat
rock."
Where slickensides cut carbonaceous films of rootlets, ths dis
placement usually ia less than 1 mm., but where markers are absent, the
displacesMnt Is not measurable and may be considerably greater.

The

sllckenslded surfaces are not continuous into tha underlying beds nor
into the overlying coel.

In order to develop slickensides, the clay

mass could not have been waterlogged, because this condition would have
precluded the necessary competence in the bed to produce fractures.
It is suggested that the slickensides developed during some period*

ll0L. G. Schulte, "Petrology of Underclays", Geol. Soc. Amer.
Bull.. Vol. 69, no. 4, p. 382, 1958.
***Huddle and Patterson, Op. cit.. p. 1650.
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after the underclay* bee

& buried a ad partially dewatered to a

relatively llthified compacted ease, which had achieved considerable
competency,-.

This stage necee site tee substantial reduction ia vo1ua-jz,

but does not require total cmspacticm.

After the clay had obtained a

$table volusse under the weight of a limited thickness of overlying
sediments * differential coapac&ioa of the clay by still greeter thick
ness of sedianente above it, could develop slickensides before the pest
had been converted to bituminous cosl.

The competence of the clay

suet have been less than that of the underlying shales, because the
slickensides ere not observed In the shales.

It the

slickensides had

continued into tough overlying pest, ths pest could have absorbed some
of the adjustments, end fracture planes in ths pest could have been
destroyed before coallfioation reached a brittle bitualncus stage*
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Ceraaic teats were conducted on samples of the Lower C&benies
underclays to determine the economic potential of these deposits.

If

the properties of the Lower Cabaniss underclays were sufficiently good,
the deposit® could become possible sources of commercial clay.

In an

area where large scale coel strip mining is conducted, these clays
could be removed easily with little additional cost, once the coal was
mined.
The green and fired propertiea of the clays, together with their
firing characterlatics, were determined in accordance with testing procedures specified by the American Society for Testing and Materials
and by the American Ceramic Society.
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The ceramic properties of clays are dependent upon several
factors:

1) clay mineral composition; 2) nonclay mineral composition;

3) textural characterlaties, such as particle alas, packing, and
orientation of both clay and nonclay components; 4) amount and kind
of exchangeable bases and soluble salts; and 5) amount and kind of
organic matter.
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The most important factor controlling the properties

^^A.S.T.M. Committee C-S, Manual of A .S .T ,M. S tender da on
Refractory Materials (A.S.T.M., 1943), pp. 1-201.
**-^Report of the Causal t tee on Standards, Am. Cer. Soc. Jour..
Vol. 11, pp. 442-534, 1920.
it. Grim, "Application of Studies of the Composition of
Cleya in the Field of Ceramics", Ch. 23, in Applied Sedimentation
(ad. P. D. Trask: Mew York: John Wiley & Sons, 1950), p. 465.
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of clay usually ia the clay mineral composition, but sometimes other

it>ctors are influential, such es;

the presence of flexing agentsj

furnaca e a v irc.nac-.atj conditions of firingj ta d rate of firing.

Clay® essentially are aggravates of very minute crystalline
p-srticles of masabera of ©as or store groups of mineral® known es the
clay minerals, the most important of which are ka© Unites, ill!tee,

and wmtsnoril Ionites.

These clay ©Inarala are hydrous alani&in * tli-

cates, In which mlmmlauai frequently is replaced by iron and tsagnesiua,
and by small amounts of alkali and alkaline-earth el assents,

Variable

amounts of other materials, such as quarts, feldspar, pyrite, and
organic natter m&y be present as minor or major constituents.
Variations in the properties of clays are exceedingly difficult
t© predict ©a the basis of mineralogy and chemical analyses alone.
Actual firing tests are required to determine and evaluate their com
mercial potential, but a degree of correlation between properties and
mineral composition may be expected.

Such correlations te have been

detected In Lower Cabaniss underclays are presented in graphs and
tables in this Chapter.

At the beginning of this research, the writar

hoped that the underclays would be refractory enough to be incorporated
In high-grade ceramic products, but the P.C.S. values of 6 to 16, and
colors developed on firing, relegate these clays to use in lov-grade
wares
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SSLECXXC3 A m

Ff&fA&kStOli OF SAMPLES FOit CHEAHXC TESTS

the large clay samples for ceraiaic test* were collected .fro® the
higaiialla of the seme mines where tha samples for alnerologlcel studies
w r a obtained.

A twenty-five pound sample was collected from each of

the upper, middle, sad lower portions of the underclay sc each locality.
Those throe twenty-five pound samples than wore thoroughly mixed to
yield a representative eumple of a workable thickness of underclay.
Lack eosaposite sample was crushed to sinus 3-mash by passing it
through rolls.

This was the Material used in subsequent tests.

powdered eley was than used to prepare test bars.

'The

Tha clay was

Moistened with water and hand-worked to a uniform stiff mud.

This

tempered stiff clay waa fad into an extrusion press equipped with a
die having a circular opening one inch in diameter.

The extruded clay

waa cut into lengths suitable for subsequent taste.
The test piece# were dried carefully at room temperature for
several hours* and then vera dried to constant weight at 110°C in aa
electric drier.

uwniL&D r*jor&&TX£s

of

kaw

ohosjiciay

$M&SL (ft. H&S&teiJtX
The amount of water that must be added to a dry clay ia order
to bring it to e good working consistency is known ss the inter of
plasticity.

In general* the water of plasticity is relatively high

for plastic, fine-grained clays and low for sandy* non-plastic clays.
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Hie ph* 2*3 3 ® non o£ pitatlci ty results from the interplay of the attrac
tive force® tending to hold the cloy mineral flakes together, the
thickmesa of the water film keeping the flake* apart, and the lubri
cating properties of the water fib*.

Variation* ia particle alee and

the character of exchangeable bases determine the range of plasticity
in clays.
Good working properties generally are imparted to clays composed
of illite and kaoUnits by small asaount of water, whereas clays rich in
s&ontaorilIonite and in mixed-layer materiai usually take up large
quantities of water and develop a very plastic state.

Tha presence of

nonclay mineral* often provide* improved workability.

Other constitu

ents often exert a strong influence on the properties of a clay.

Small

amounts, of organic matter generally enhance the plasticity of clay*,
but this Influence is not always predictable.

115 The presence of ex

changeable base* often changes the plasticity of clays, and angular
grains of quarts end feldepor would disrupt the sake-up of a clay lead
ing to plaeticity.

In order to determine the water of plasticity, test

pieces of the Lower Cabaniss underclays were weighed in the plaatic
state end again at the end of the drying period.

The water of plastic

ity was calculated according to the equation:
Water of ylaetlclt, (1) *
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Grim, Ibid». p. 468.

*° * * » * ^ - £**"■■-

^

^

» 100
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Linear Drying Shrinkage
Whan the wsSer held *t Che surface of clay particles Is driven
off, the clay pert teles arc dretm closer together end the mass shrinks.
Excessive shrinkage causes cracking, warping, and distortion, thereby
rendering the clay unfit for use.
amounts of shrinkage on drying.

Clays differ considerably In their
Those which require large amounts of

water to develop full plasticity havs high shrinkage.
illustrated in the scatter diagram of Figure 4$.

il&

This is wall

High shrinkage and

the attendant tendency to crack stay be reduced by the addition of sub
stances unaffected by water, such as sand, flint, or grog.
Clays consisting of illite and kaollnite tend to have moderate
shrinkage on drying, unless the grains are exceedingly small, but ths
presence of even moderate amounts of mixed-layer 11llta-aontmorilIonite
greatly increases dry shrinkage.
The linear drying shrinkage of the Lover Cabaniss underclays was
determined by measuring the overall length of a clay bar first in tha
plastic state Mid then after drying at 110°C.

The amount of linear

drying shrinkage was calculated as follows}
Linear drying shrinkage (T) ■ B&ftXMlS. .1.33t£k,
F *-aa&?il * 100
*
dry length
The resulta of the determinations of tha water of plasticity and
tha drying shrinkage of the underelays ara presented In Table XIV.
plasticity values vary from 14.8 to 28.1 percent.

ll*Grin, Ibid.. p. 470.

The

Tha drying shrinkagel
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TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF PERCENT WATER OF PLASTICITY AND
PERCENT DRYING SHRINKAGE WITH
PERCENT MIXED-LAYER CLAY
Percent
Drying
Shrinkage

Mixed-layer
Clay

Loc. No.

Water of
Plasticity

MI 9
MI 15

24.3
19.8

6.68
6.20

29
46

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

2
5
6
10
12
18
19
20
22

16.0
16.2
17.5
22.0
23.8
18.1
20.6
15.8
20.3

2 .03
5.06
4.86
5.92
5.83
3.37
6.05
5.55
5.82

31
39
20
38
37
39
56
29
46

WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP

1
8
11
13
16
17

28.1
23.5
17.4
19.4
20.1
14.8

8.30
4.31
7.20
2.57
5.27
2.78

27
34
11
36
32
62
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vsrie* from 2.03 to 8.30 percent*

the plasticity end drying shrinkage

sects to have little relation to the abundance of mixed-layer cley, con
trary to expectation (Figures 47 and 48).

Tress this, one stay conclude

that physical characteristics of the Lover Cabaniss underclays are sore
important than saieerel composition in governing plasticity end shrinkage.

C ? r a which contain soluble salts yield a seise-like surface on
drying.

This scum is due to the presence of soluble salts in the clay

Bass which are brought to the surface of the body by capillary creep and
are deposited there as the water e v a p o r a t e s . 7

The moat coaaaoti scum-

fonolng salts ere sulphates of calcium, magnesium, iron, sodium, and
potassium.

Excessive amount of acts* produces unattractive colors.

Scene due to sulphates may be counteracted with bar tun salts.

The

amount end kind of soluble salts present are indicated by the extent
end color of the ecus deposited on test pieces after drying.

These

characteristics were determined visually, and are presented in Table
XV.

Moot of tha underclay samples exhibited drying scum to a marked

degree.

These scums were determined to be chiefly alkali end alkaline-

earth sulphates and very minor amounts of vanadates and ferrites.

FidIdS CHARACTERISTICS OF UKDSRCLAYS

jfode of Testing
When clays are heated from about 100°F. to 300©°F., progressive7

ll7». E. Or In, Applied Clav Mineralogy (Hew York:
Book Co., 1962), p. 86.

McGraw-Hill

PcxcaMr fVAT£% or PiAsmsrf
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TABLE XV
DRYING SCUM CHARACTERISTICS OF
LOWER CABANISS UNDERCLAYS

Sample
No.

Drying Scum
Charac tertstlcs

MI 9
MI 15

slight gray
extensive white

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

2
5
6
10
12
18
19
20
22

slight white
moderate white
slight brown
slight white
moderate dark gray
slight white
none
extensive grayish green
extensive bluish white

WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP

1
8
11
13
16
17

extensive white
slight gray
none
slight gray
none
slight brown
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changes la porosity, volume, color, hardness, mechanical strength, and
specific gravity accompany such processes as dehydration, volatilisation,
oxidation, «ad chemical interaction of the finer*le present in ths raw
clay.

These changes largely determine the value and utility of the clay

and indicate the heat treatment it should receive in the manufacture of
particular wares.

te^.^AfiJ^3Bau4aafarAlfji£
in ceramic engineering the fusion or softening point of a clay
is expressed as lie Tyxoneiric Cone Equivalent (F.C.d.).

This is

determined by voiding & clay into a cone of standard shape and else
end heating it on a plaque with standard cones used as temperature
indicators.

The number of the standard cone which behaves cost nearly

Ilka the specimen cons in firing ia taken as the f.C.&. of the clay.
The f.C.E. sad other characteristics obtained on firing the hover
Cabaniss underclays are presented In Table XVI.
lov, varying fro* 6 to 23.

The F.C.S. values are

These low values are due to several factors,

the most important of which is the high illite and mixed-layer clay
content.

Minerals of the illite and noatserilIonite groups contain

alkalies and alkaline-earths which act as fluxes In lovering the fusion
temperatures.

Also, the presence of pyrite In the underclays exerts a

Strong Influence.

In general, as tha flux content Increases, the f.C.E.

of a clay decreases, but the exact nature of this relationship is not
known.

The low F.C.S. values are not wholly accounted for by character

istics determined in this study.

TABLE XVI
FIRING CHARACTERISTICS OF LOWER CABANISS UNDERCLAYS

Sample
No.

P.C.E.

. Firing
Temp.
°F.

Color
Appraisal

Efflorescence

Other Characteristics

9

12

1700
1900
2100

dark red
dark brown
brown

moderate white
none

iron spots
pink spots; bloated; black core
badly bloated

14

1700
1900
2100

light red
reddish brown
reddish brown

moderate white
some brown
none

iron' spots; cracks

MI 15

bloated

1700
1900
2100

pink
orangish brown
light brown

extensive white
moderate white
some white

red spots
small blisters; iron spots

MI

TE

2 ■

10

•

5

15

1700
1900
2100

light pink
pink to buff
tan to pink

moderate white
slight white
slight white

red stains

TE

6

16

1700
1900
2100

white to pink
light tan
light tan

moderate white
slight tan
none

red stains

TE

6

1700
1900
2100

pink
tan to brown
light brown

extensive yellow:
none
none

iron spots
spotted; bloated; black core
iron spots; bloated; black core

TE 10 ‘
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Sample
No. .

Firing
Temp.
°F.

P.C.E.

Color
Appraisal

Efflorescence

Other Characteristics

TE 12

9

1700
1900
2100

tan to red
tan and brown
brown and red

moderate white
none
none

iron spots; cracks
spotted; cracks
iron spotscracks

TE 18

• 8

1700
1900
2100

red
reddish brown
brownish red

moderate yellow
slight white
none

iron spots
iron spots
iron spots; bloated

7

1700
1900
2100

light red
brown
dirty brown

moderate white
none
none

iron spots
iron spots; black core
bloated

TE 20

12

1700
1900
2100

light red
reddish brown
deep red

extensive yellow
moderate brown
moderate red

iron spots
iron spots; black core
iron spots

TE 22

13

1700
1900
2100

light red
salmon pink
reddish brown

extensive yellow
extensive white
extensive white

iron spots
Blight black core
iron spots; cracks; black core

WP

23

1700
1900
2100

light pink
light tan
light brown

extensive white.
some white
some white

cracks
cracks
cracks

TE 19

1

r
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TABLE XVI (continued)

Sample
No.

P.C.E.

Firing
Temp.
°F.

Color
Appraisal

Efflorescence

Other Characteristics

pink
orangish brown
orangish brown

moderate white
none
none

red streaks
iron spotscracks
iron spots; cracks

8

14

1700
1900
2100

WP 11

8

1700
1900
2100

reddish brown
brown to red
dull red

none
moderate white
none

red stain
cracks; bloated
iron spots; black core

WP 13

16

1700
1900
2100

medium pink
tan and red
tan and brown

extensive white
none
none

red stain
cracks; black core
Iron spots; bloated; black core

WP 16

12

1700
1900
2100

white to pink
tan to buff
light brown

extensive white
none
none

iron-spots
white and brown spots
white spots; bloated

WP 17

10

1700
1900
2100

pink
light pink
tan to brown

extensive white
none
none

iron spots; red stain
iron spots; alight black core
slight bloating

WP
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While the scatter diagram (Figure 49) suggests a general negative
correlation between P.C.E. and illite, mixed-layer clay, and pyrite con
tent (Table XVII), the degree of scatter points to the strong influence
of other factors.
High alumina kaolin clays tend to have high P.C.E. values, but
fluxes exert a controlling influence on the fusion temperatures.

In

Figure 50, a scatter diagram shoving the relation of the kaollnite con
tent to the P.C.E* values of the underclays is presented.

From this

diagram, one may conclude that the fusion temperatures ere Influenced
more by the presence of fluxes, such es FeO, CaO, 1%0, hagO, X^O, TiC-,
MhC>2 , P2O 5 , and SO4 , than by the amount of kaollnite.

When kaollnite/

fluxes ratios ere plotted against P.C.E. values (Figure 51), some
positive correlation may be noted.
The effect of pyrite alone in controlling the fusion temperatures
was studied by drawing a scatter diagram (Figure S2) la which P.C.E.
values were plotted against the pyrite content of the Lower Cabaniss
underclays (Table XVII), end e scatter diagram (Figure 53) ia which the
P.C.E. values were plotted against the kaollnite/pyrite ratios (Table
XVIII). A alight positive correlation may ha noted in the letter
diagram, but the correlation is mot strong.

H£g*j£glfi£&
The eolors developed on firing of tha underclays, were observed
in the teat pieces drawn from the kiln at various temperatures.
ere white, pink, red, buff, end brown (Table XVI).

They

For the moat pert,
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TABLE XVII
COMPARISON OF P.C.E. VALUES WITH PERCENTAGES OF
MIXED-LAYER CLAY, ILLITE, AND PYRITE

Percent
Mixed-layer Illite

Pyr ite

To ta 1

Loc. No.

P.C.E.

MI 9
MI 15

12
14

29
46

35
31

5
1
■L

69
78

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

2
5
6
10
12
18
19
20
22

10
15
16
6
9
8
7
13
12

31
39
20
38
37
39
56
29
46

11
26
18
24
29
22
24
8
22

10
1
1
1
10
3
3
5
5

52
66
39
63
76
64
83
42
73

WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP

1
8
11
13
16
17

23
14
8
16
12
10

27
34
11
36
32
62

32
31
32
32
25
15

1
1
3
5
5
10

60
66
46
73
62
87
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TABLE

XVIII

COMPARISON OF P.C.E. VALUES WITH PERCENTAGES OF KAOLINITE,
PYRITE, AND FLUXES, AND WITH KAOLINITE/PYRITE AND
KAOLINITE/FLUXES RATIOS

Sample
No .

P.C. E.

Percent
Kaollnite

Percent
Pyrite

X Kaollnite
X Pyrite

Percent
Fluxes

X Kaollnite
X Fluxes

34
18

5
1

6.8
18.0

—_

14

—— _
1.2

10
1
1
1
10
3
3
5
5

6.5
30.0
55.0
33.0
2.4
11.3
4.6
11.2
4.4

19
10
10
13
23
17
15
22
22

3.4
3.0
5.5
2.5
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.4
1.0

1
1
3
5
5

37.9
32.0
11.7
5.8
7.2
1.9

10
10
15
-16
20

3.7
3.2
2.3
—
2.2
1.0

MI 9
MI 15

12

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

2
5
6
10
12
18
19
20
22

10
15

9
8
7
13
12

65
30
55
33
24
34
14
56
22

WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP

1
8
11
13
16
17

23
14
8
16
12
10

37
32
35
29
36
19

14

16
6

10

13®

these colors ore due to the presence of iron Is the Illite, trjootaorlllonlte, and pyrite.

Iron In the ferric fora is e powerful coloring

agent.11®
Kaollnite clays tend to he light-burning; but when the quantities
of illite and son taeoril ionite are appreciable, the fired colors darken
to rede and browns, for In these minerals iron replaces alumimsa and
glvaa rise to red and yellow colors ia tha fired clays.
Pyrite, under the influence of heat, le first deconposed to
ferrous sulphide (FeS) and sulphur.

These oxidize to FeO, Fs-jO^,

and S(>2 and SGj, depending upon tha furnace conditions.
oxides yield rad, brown or block colors.

These iron

The presence of titanium

oxide in clay bodies yields s bluish grey color under reducing condition*
end e yellowish color under oxidizing conditions.

119

Calelm* oxide

(CaO) and magnesium oxide (HgO) may altar or neutralise colors produced
by iron-oxide, by combining with it to fora ferrites.
(MaOg) ia a strong coloring egnnt.

Manganese oxide

It decosq>oses when heated end

imparts gray or sottled shades, dark browns and brownish blacks to
ceramic warn.

il&fflttgSgBg*
The powdery cruet forasd on a fired clay due to tha deposition
of salts on its surface is known as an afflorescence.

118 Gria,

The formation*
8
1

Ibid., p. 122

U V
Stout, "Coal Formation Clays of Ohio", Ohio Geol. Surv.
Bull. 26, 4th ser., p. SOI, 1923.

1S9

c£ aa afflorescence is detected ia e drying roots where test specimen*
of fired clay are immersed in one inch of water and a fear 7 days era
inspected for efflorescence.
3fflorescences on the Lower Cabaniss underclays range Iron noon
to extrema (Table XVI).

Tha variation Is due to the presence of vari

able amounts of sulphur, In the Corn of pyrite and sulphates, in the
clays.

Sulphur f o r m soluble salts which are effective in scumulng of

produces.

In burning, the scum develops a dirty white unattractive

appearance.
Scuta and efflorescence generally are due to nonclay mineral con
stituents, bus cley minerals, other than kaollnite, which have alkalies
or alkaline earths in their structure, also stay cause scumming and
efflorescence.
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In sulphate form, magnesium Is influential in

producing scum on wares, and once formed these s c u m are hard to re*
move.

JBl&gkSails*
Several of the test pieces exhibited a black core (Teble XVI),
when specimens were broken in the modulus of rupture test.

This bleck

cere usually ia due to the presence of unoxidised iron and carbon com*
pounds, but in m u

cases sulphur compound* play a significant role.2
121
0

l20Crim, Opu clt.. p. 12b.
l2l0rlm, Op . clt.. p. SB.
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As vitrification proceeds, farrows silicates are formed which dissolve
and move through the clay,

Unoxidired organic matter also may he

deposited la the fired ware.

Sulphur liberated from sulphides during

firing saay react with elusions; and iron released by tha partial break*
down of lattice structures of aa** clay minerals and form sulphates
which ere resistant to decomposition.
Black cores occur when the exteriors of clay places vitrify early
and prevent oxygen penetrating to the Interiors.

Ample circulation of

air through tha bodies will effectively prevent black coring.

Other Characteristics
Tha fired test specimens were examined for other defects: Iron*
spots, cracks, blisters, stains, and streaks.

These observation* are

presented in Table AVI.

FIRED PROPERTIES 07 UNDERCLAYS

M e IM. SftE.lafcflff
The shrinkage of a dried clay on firing is dun to tha loss of
chemically combined water and other volatile substances, to vitrification,
and to racrystalllxation.

It may vary betvaea wide limits, and,if exces

sive, it will cause distortion and cracking of the ware into which it is
made.

Linear firing shrinkage is determined by measuring the length of

e dried clay bar bsfere and aftar firing, and computing the shrinkage
according to the equation:
Liaaar firing shrinkage (1 ) ■ & X -I f r f f B ■.
M iML&fe x 100
dry length

1S1

Firing shrinkages developed en the underclays range fro* ©.43 to
I*.SI percent at the 2100®? temperature, as sbotrn In Table XIX.
general, the firing shrinkage* are low.
considered codes*t*.

la

A few above 5.0 percent gray be

Firing shrinkage la controlled by the composition

of the clay aineral* present, the else-grade distribution of the clay
p a r t i c le s , the amount of organic material presen t, the firing tempera-

ture, and the presence of nonclay components In the clay material.
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In general, plastic clays have higher firing shrinkage than nonplastic clays, and the presence of organic material usually causes
higher shrinkage.

Shrinkage of clays generally increases as the

temperature increases, but shrinkage is difficult to predict without
tests.

Clays composed of a mixture of clay minerals are likely to have

lover firing shrinkages then clays consisting of a single mineral.
Tha presence of quarts particles in clays generally decreases
the firing shrinkage, but the influence of such material depends upon
the kind of product and use.
carbon may cause

b o m

The presence of sulphur compounds end

bloating of clays during firing.

A few of the teat specimens bloated during firing (Table XIX).
Bloating is caused by the devslopawnt of a liquid glassy phase during
firing and the entrapment of gases produced by decomposition of the
contained constituents.
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i2 1 0rim, Ibid.. p. 114.
G. Harold end others, "Study of Missouri Shales for Lightweight Aggregates", Mo. Geol. Surv.. X.I. 23, p. 20, 1958.

TABLE XIX

FIRED PROPERTIES OF LOWER CABANISS UNDERCLAYS

Sample
No.

MI

9

MI 15

Firing
Temp.
°F.
1700
1900 '
2100

Firing
Shrinkage
Percent

Porosity
Percent

Absorption
Percent

Bulk
Density

Ignition
Loss
Percent

Modulus of
Rupture
lbs./aq. in.

1.77
4.58
-“~-

27.5
7.4
----

11.4
3.2
----

2.41
2.40

8.3.

T - - ~

---

1700
1900
.2100

0.01
2.68
----

29.8
18.8
----

12.6
7.1
—

2.36
2.64
—

10.3
10.8
—

572
2066

-0.22
2.70
6.06

34.6
27.4
4.3

15.0
• 11.1
1.5

2.19
2.50
2.86

6.4
7.4
7.7

699
1312
2618

8 . 8 '

315
3042
—

TE

2

1700
1900
2100

TE

5

1700
1900
2100

-0.68
0,60
2.29

28.3
27.4
19.8

11.9
11.4
7.9

2.35
2.43
: 2.56

6.3
6.9
6.9

420
1731
1581

6

1700
1900
2100

-0.46
0.89
2.26

31.0
29.1
21.2

13.4
12.2
8.3

2.30
2.38
2.55

5.9
6.3
6.3

614
276.7
1726

1700
1900.
2100

1.99
4.33
-0.43

23.8
3.8
8.8

9.4
1.5
5.3

2.54
2.51
1.67

8.4
9.1
9.3

1383
1294
2461

TE
•

TE 10
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TABLE XIX (continued)

Sample
No.

firing .
Temp.
°F.

TE 12

1700
1900
2100

TE 18

TE 19

Firing
Shrinkage
Percent

Porosity
Percent

Absorption
Percent

Bulk
Density

Ignition
Loss
Percent

Modulus of
Rupture
Ibs./sq. In.

0.99
5.05
5.38

30.3
14.9.
20.9

12.9
5.3
1.9

2.35
2.79
2.72

9.4
10.4
. 10.0 .

831
2031
2501

1700
1900
2100

-0.41
4.14
4.04

34.4
22.3
5.9

15.6
8.5
2.5

2.20
2.65
2.36

6.3
7.1
7.6

281
1174
1910

1700
1900
2100

1.51
4.89
1.62

24.5
7.1
13.8

10.1
2.7
9.0

2.44
2.69
1.54

9.4
10.5
10.5

281
1174
1910

TE 20

1700
1900
2100

1.88
4.01
6.24

35.6
26.9
13.5

15.1
10.4
4.9

2.36
2.61
2.77

19.6
19.7
19.8

850
688
144

TE 22

1700
1900
2100

1.55
3.97
5.61

34.7
24.5
14.5

14.3
'8.9
5.i

: 2.42
2.71
2.79

14.9
15.2
15.5

926
519
327

WP

1700
1900
2100'

-0.19
3.24
5.68

31.7
25.4
6.4

16.2
9.8
2.3

:2.17
2.57
2.78

7.9
8.4
8.8

348
1065
1755

1

'

.
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TABLE XIX (continued)

Sample
No.

Firing
Temp.
°F.

Firing
Shrinkage
Percent

Porosity
Percent

Absorption
Percent

Bulk
Density

Ignition
Loss
Percent

Modulus of
Rupture
lbs./sq. in

-0.81
2.35
6.61

40.0
31.2
11.1

20.1
13.3
3.9

2.00
2.35
2.83

. 7.9
8.3
8.4

636
1946
1023

8

1700
1900
2100

. WP 11

1700
1900
2100

2.47
6.91
4.43

28.9
6.6
8.7

7.6
2.4
4.7

2.31
2.68
1.88

20.2
6.9
4.4

437
2742
1033

WP 13

1700
1900
2100

-0.59
2.51
4.88

24.3
23.6
9.9

15.7
9.2
3.6

2.19
2.57
2.79

9.2
9.8
10.2

513
1125
1173

WP 16

1700
1900
2100

-0.89
0.89
4.42

31.6
27.8
9.6

13.7
11.3
9.6

2.30
2.46
2.83

7.9
8.9
9.1

351
1593
1618

WP 17

1700
1900
2100

-0.23
1.21
4.71

30.3
27.9
9.9

11.2
11.5
3.6

2.29
2.41
2.78

8.2
8.8
9.0

756
1745
2266 -

WP

'
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Aggam&jSEifl&to
Hardening and nitrification in a clay during firing ia accompanied
by a dacTt'CS# in poroalty.

The apparent porosity of a fired clay is

defined as tha percent of the vol use occupied by the open pores of the
material.

It is detarained by saturating a fired teat piece with water,

determining the Increase in weight, and utilising tha following equation:
apparent porosity (X) s

firgd yef Kfet.
fired vol use

a 100

Absorption
Absorption Is dependant upon tha porosity of s fired body.

Xt is

defined as follow:

Absorption (%> s s &S s m & p A. j t o t f , - AqaLMaftOtf. a 100
firod weight

JalihJsaa&tx
Bulk donalty lo the weight in grans of a cubic centimeter of tha
fired teat piece.

Xt is calculated by the formula:

»»ik ..city.

l^t&ggfcsr.

In oeranle wares, these three terns are aonewhst Interrelated.
They are important in evaluating certain uses of heat-treated products.
The crux of those determinations hinges on measuring the pore space.
The results of these determinations at three firing temperatures
are given la Table XXX.

Tha porosity values of 4 to 21 percent and

absorption values of 1 to 10 percent for the underclays are considered
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lour, bat tha bulk densities of 2.3 to 2.7 are todarate to high.

f i r »4 j££aa&£^ aMJgg^alga

°*

^*ptur<»

The most commonly used measures of the strength of s clay ere
compressive strength and transverse breaking strength.

dound hare of

clay are formed and dried carefully to avoid warping or cracking, and
fir ad.

Tha bars ars broken in a crossbreaking machine, and the modulus

of rupture ia determined.

The modulus of rupture or transverse break*

ing strength generally is need to express ths mechanical strength of a
clay*

This property influences the mode of uanulecture and usefulness

of the product.

The modulus of rupture le calculated aa fellows:

Modulus of rupture ia pounds per square inch a
TTd3
where, P a breaking load in pounds
L • distance b a t m e n knife edges in inches
d s diameter of bar in laches
Owing to the variability always found in clay specimens, e wide
range of values of modulus of rupture may be obtained on different s p e d *
mane.

The modulus of rupture of specimens of Lower Cabaniss underclays

are reported la Table 1 U .

The modulus of rupture was found to be greeter

than 600 pounds per square inch for most specimens, end is sufficient for
use of the clay in lew grade ceramic ware.
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KJSfiXBLfi 1*6SS

OW W m K CAMK2ES CISBS&CIATS

The P.C.E. values, together with colors developed on firing sad
other properties, show that the clays are suitable only for lower grade
ceraaic ware.

Among the uses to which these clays Easy be put are:

coss&on brick, tile, sewer pipe, terra cotta, stoneware, ladle brick,
and bloating clay.

The underclays are suitable for the manufacture of common brick.
The pink to buff to red colors, developed at 1800° * 200<3®F. , * 24 are
attractive sad commonly useful.

Tha clays have proper plasticity for

molding, possess low to medium drying shrinkages, sad possess good
strength, having moduli of rupture of greater than 600 pounds per square
inch after firing.

Clays with low to medium drying shrinkage are

desirable for coaamcn brick, but clays of high shrinkage may be used
when mixed with grog or sandy clay.

The percentages of absorption

(laas than 10 percent at l£0 ©° and 2 1 C0 °F.) shown by these underclays,
should ba desirable for such products.
Tha underclays also are suitable for tha manufacture of face
brick.

Again, the red, buff, and white colors developed on burning,

are desired for this type of product.

In addition, good workability and

minimum warping end cracking in drying and firing make the underclays
sultabla.

Occasionally iron-spots developed on firing, but these are4
2
1

12 4 S. P. McSaaara, Ceramics, Vojb, III, CJay Product* J£d «M£EKtiLS&
(Pena. St. Coll., 1945), p. 401.
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not necessarily a condemning factor, If they are correctly distributed,
When properly distributed, they yield a pleasing appearance and the
brick are called "iron-spot" brick.

The nodal! of rupture, low absorp

tion percentages, and low to medium drying and firing shrinkages, also
are important factors for this type of brick.

The low soluble selt

content of the underclays permits scumming to be held at a minimum and
the brick can be glased if desired.

hollow tile and conduits are aede from clays hewing much the earns
properties as those used for face brick.

Because of their shape#, hollow

tile must be made from clays hawing good drying and firing properties
with low shrinkage to eliminate serious warping. 12 5
a relatively dense hard body.

They must burn to

The clay must be plastic enough to to

formed by the stiff-mud process,

The low shrinkage, high bulk density,

and good plasticity of Lower Cabaniss underclays make them suitable for
tha manufacture of hollow tile.

Hoilow tile are mot required to to

vitreous and are fired at lower temperatures than face brick.

Color

ia of little Importance because the tile usually are covered or
painted.
Conduits are made in much the same way as hollow tile, but they
must be impervious to moisture and ao must to well vitrified and glased.*

*25 McSsmara, Ibid.. p. 418

fsiagj&gg.
The red. color developed on firlag of the underclays is «ta laporfcanfc property 1b the manufacture of saver pipe.

Ia adt&tioa, tee

plasticity of tfce underclays t» sufficient to permit tha clay to he
extruded readily froti a stiff-aasd machism.

The good strength, lalttianm

warping and crack lag, a ad loir absorption of the underclays also are
suitable properties for the manufacture of sever pipe.

The low soluble

salt content will permit the bodies to be self-glased. *'

JjflBTf
Terrs cotta bodies usually are compounded of mixtures of clays
sad greg.

Both red burnlag sad buff burning clays are used.

The clays

must have sufficient plasticity to give good workability for hand
molding or for the ctiff-aud-process.

When properly fired, terra cotta

should 'uavs a modulus of rupture of about 1500 pounds per square luch.
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Low shrinkage, low porosity, danse texture, end low aoluble salt con
tent are other important properties for the production of terra cotta.
The fired properties and characteristics of hover Cabaniss underclays
naka the clays suitable for terra cotta.

One unfavorable property for

this use Is the development of spotting during firing.
Ir. the production of terra cotta, a single firing is employed, and
the terra cotta bodies seldom are fired to any great degree of vitrifica
tion.

Terrs cotta bodies usually era glased.7
2
1
*

U 6 aclfcun*rft» Ibid., p. 452
1 2 7 SfcISa»ara, Ibid.. p. 452

i£2asg&&&
Stoneware clays usually arc low-grade refractory or s«mi-re£rac-

tory clays.

Sosaatimes a mixture of clays Is used to impart desired

properties„

Stoneware clays sasst possess sufficient plasticity so they

may be turned on a potter’s wheel.

In addition, they should burn to a

dense body without excessive shrinkage at relatively low temperatures.
The characteristic property of all stoneware is its impervious sfcruc**
turn.
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Porosity is usually less than 1 percent.

Also, the clays

should develop good strength and possess a long firing range.

Stoneware

le usually glased with a prepared glass or with a clay alip, and it is
desirable that the body burn to a white, cream, or buff color.
Lower Cabaniss underclays are suitable for stoneware.

The good

plasticity, low shrinkage, low porosity, good strength, end low soluble
content of the underclays are the properties desirable in tha manufacture
of stoneware.

h&Ala.
Brick used to line ladles in open-hearth end electric steel plants
generally are s special kind of fireclay brick which has the property
of expanding considerably when heated to operating temperatures.
expansion helps to make tight linings.
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Tha

Such brick must stand up under*
8
2
1

128 McHaaara, Ibid., p, 456.
12 *a . B. Seerle, &a&i££gCX &£SElaJUL* Their Ksnufacfcure and
Peas (Third editions Londons Charles Griffon sad Co., Ltd., 1950),
p. 781.
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sudd«a change# of temperature without spalling.

Tha dsns tty, refractor

iness (cone 16 or hlghar), porosity (about 1 $ percent)* and expansion
characteristics of soma of tha Lower Cabaniss underclays pros eatad ia
Tables X¥2 and XIX are properties which are suitable for ladle brick
manufacture.

£52&&3aL.
Although specific tests to determine the bloating characteristics
of the underclays were not made, some of the fired samples bloated to
setae degree.
Bloating teats to determine if clays are suitable for the manu
facture of lightweight aggregate usually are conducted under faster
heating rates than those employed during this study.
to a maximum of about 220Q°F. are employed.

Temperatures up

If a clay ia to bloat on

heat treatment, en adequate glessy phase must be developed to trap gas
produced by the decomposition of certain components.

Reactions which

evolve gas during ths firing of clay are the oxidation of organic
carbon, the oxidation of pyrite producing SOj and SOj, and the decom
position of calcium and magnesium carbonates. 130
The Lower Cabaniss underclays may be suitable for the manufacture
of lightweight aggregate, if proper firing conditions are employed.
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P. 0. Harold, P. Kurts, Jr., T. J. Planja, and J. 0. Plunkett,
"Study of Missouri Shales for Lightweight Aggregate”, Mo. Geol. Surv.
&.I. 23, p. 22, 1958.

CHAPTER IX

£U<&AHY AHB C0SCLI5* IOSIS

The: mineralogy., petrography, and ceramic properties of Losmr
Cabaniss (Desmoinesian) underclays ia a four-county areas of western
Missouri, extending from southwestern Barton County to norther*tern
B/m:ry County, were investigated to determine the origin aad usee ©f
those clays end what tol# tectosxiaja ®sy have played in their development.
Semples of the Lower Cabaniss underclays sad associated shales,
collected from the higtealls of coal strip sines, were analysed by
x-ray diffraction, differential the m s 1 analysis, and microscopic
methods to determine the mineral content, mineral relationships, and
textures of the clays.

Spectrographic and partial chemical analyses

were employed to determine the distribution and variation in abundance
of the chemical elements in the clays.

Ceramic tests were applied to

the clays to evaluate their economic potential.

These studies led to a

better understanding of the composition of the Lower Cabaniss underclays,
the conditions under which they wore formed, and the uses to which they
nay be put.
Lower Cabaniss underclays consist principally of illite, kaollnite,
mixed-layer iliite-montmorilloaite or rarely illite-chierlte, chlorite,
and vemsiculite.
mineral.

In most of the samples, illite ia tha dominant clay

In a few, kselinite or mixed-layer clay ia the major component,

ftontsorilIonite exists only interlayered with illite.
miculite are present sporadically in the underclays.

Chlorite and ver-
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la *dd.iticp, te tha clay mineral pfeyliosilieatas, Lover Cabaniss
underclay* contain quarts, pyrite, «ad other detrital end secoodnry
saiaersls, such m i

rutile, etreon, muscovite, bictite, tourmalin®,

limoalte, feldspars, cal cite* nlderifc®, gypsuss, pyroxene 9 garnet,
sstphifeole, epidote, a ad apatite.

The unde relay® ala© contain clay

pellets, shale fragments, organic wetter, and ©oaodonts.
Coasson, yet sal don described cosepoaenta of under© lays, are clay
pellet*.

Tic.ear. clay pallets are composed of illite, kaoliaita, mixed-

layer clay, quarts, mica, pyrite, and coal, and thus ere similar t© the
matrix ia which they occur.

The clay pellets are light to dark gray

$nd usually are 0,05 t© 1.0 ssa in greatest dimension.
others arc orate, disklike, or polyhedral In shape.

Seas* are spherical,
They usually are

homogeneous and their eonponontr. are randomly distributed, but sooa
exhibit particle* of coal, pyrite, quarts, and nice on their surfaces,
A few conodonts were found sparsely scattered in tha Lower
Cabania* underelays,

Fossil® of this type hare not been reported by

any other student of underclays,

Those observed In the Lower Cabaniss

underclays are of Desmoinesian age.

Because conodonts are highly

resistant to chemical weathering, they cossnonly are carried as detrital
per tides from weathering rock* which originally contained them and
deposited with the resulting younger sediments,

The conodonts in Lower

Cabaniss underclays are thought to be of such a detrital origin.
In general, bedding in the underclays la lacking.

The clay

minerals are unorientad, except very locally where cley grains say
exhibit some parallel or reticulated texture.
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The saajcr cfeessies! $1 a m a s s la the underclays sr*:
aluminum, titaolus, magnesium, sad trots»

silicon,

The asiaor sletrent* are:

calcium, streat lust, h&riim, sireoaiuai, chromium, vemditr®, aelybd&suiE,
nanganeae, cobalt, nickel, copper, s i l v e r t zinc, boron, tin, lead,
phosphorusD lithium, end gallium,
s.?jsplaa»

Sob © ©£ these do cot occur la all

Little directlcaal vertical or lateral chawical vs>:latica la

the uadorelays was detected, bat calcium seems to be slightly more
abundant in the lower portions ®£ the underclays than in the upper
portions, cad potassium generally is sore abundant in tha upper part
of the underclays.
The three Lower Cabaniss underclay* studied are similar in
mineralogical composition.

Each underclay varies somewhat In the

relative abundance of the seinera logical constituents frost place to
place, but there are no mlneraloglcal criteria which can be used to
distinguish one underclay from another.

Generally, the underclays ex

hibit no directional mineral variation either laterally or vertically,
but In a few places such vertical and lateral variations are present.
These are thought to be due ia part to irregular mixing of sediments
during depositions! stages , to irregular soil-forming processes by
variable growth stages of coal-forming plants, and to non-uniform
leaching processes inaugurated by the release of organic substances
during ths destruction of vegetal debris.
The non-phyllosilicate components of the underclays ara about as
randomly distributed as the phyllosilicates.

The general uniform com

position of the underclays attests to the relative stability of the Trl-
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& ta t* plats*® mad the West-central salient during each par tod of uadcrclay devalopsasr.c, Although that* to evidence that ths developaant of
north*fast treading anticlines took plats in part daring Cabaniaa tine,
these structures Soximd so gradually that they produced tso detectable
effect on tha petrology of ths underclays•

during the times whan the

underclays B«re deposited, tha platform areas ware stable*
Tha underclaps are mis.terelogical 1 y similar to the irasediataly
subjacent shales, but differ from tha shales immediately above the coals
which have more talcs, chlorite, feldspar, and organic matter than the
underclays.

The general similarity in composition of the underclays and

associated shales suggests that the sedimentary material staking up the
underclays and shales m s derived from the same source areas under the
sasm weathering environments.

The hulk of the sedimentary material teas

derived from erosion* 1 areas to tha south.

The material from the various

source areas was mixed as it was carried northward toward the depositional
basins on the platform.

This material la believed to have been trans

ported by rivers and deposited along swampy coastal lowland# vary near
but just above aealevel.

Ia this paludal environment, swamp plants grew

on tha clay substratum or aoil.

The underclay remained waterlogged most

of the time, possibly with very short emergent stages.

During such

emergent stages, drying of the clay took place, clay polygons ware
formed by the formation of the desiccation cracks,

ta turning water

loosened the cley polygons, transported them short distances, and than
deposited them as clay pellets with cud and other detrital material.
The flattened shape of the clay pellets probably le a characteristic
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inherited from th<s original desiccation polygons.
During the destruction of vegetal material above the clay, organic
compounds w r s released into the water.

The amount of leaching of the

underclay which these compounds were able to accomplish east have been
very slight, because readily soluble minerals such as pyrite and chlorite,
and asterinis such as coal, remain In the underclays.

The pyrite end

organic matter in the coals and underclays indicate an environment of
negative Eh, and a pH close to 7, probably very weekly alkaline.

Pyrite,

vermicullte, end some of the chlorite and rutile were formed in the underelaye dlagenatlcally by the action of organic compounds in the water.
Most of tha detrital clay minerals probably have sot undergone any basic
structural lattice alteration since their deposition.

However, it is

suggested that scxso of the illite any have formed eplgenetically over a
long period of tine since the underclays were originally daposlted.
Ceramic tests were conducted on the underclays to determine
their economic potential, end possible correlations between ceramic
properties end mineral composition were sought.

Tha percent water of

plasticity, tha percent linear drying shrinkage, and drying seua char*
actarlaties were determined on the raw underclay.

Firing characteristics

end properties determined on tha underclays included P.C.E., colors,
efflorescence, black coring tendency, porosity, absorption, bulk density,
end modulus of rupture.

While acme positive correlation was established

between the P.C.S. end kaollnite/fluxes ratios and between P.C.E. end
kaolinite/pyrite ratios, tha pro pert las of the underclays are not wholly
dependent upon the phylleelllcate composition alone.

The presence of
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quarts, pyrite, and other flux-beerleg minerals and the presence of
soluble salts materially modify the properties imparted by the phylloailicataa themselves.

The lev T.G.S, values (fe te 23) and the red, pink,

and tan colors developed on firing indicate that the clays are suited
only for the manufacture of lev-grade ceramic were such as brick, sever
pipe and conduit, stoneware, terra cotta, ladle brick, and bloated clay
products.
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